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FINE STRUCTURE OF THE ZEROS OF ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS, I.
A TALE OF TWO PICTURES
 
BARRY SIMON

Dedicated to Ed Saff on the occasion of his 60th birthday
Abstract. Mhaskar-Saff found a kind of universal behavior for the bulk structure of the zeros of orthogonal
polynomials for large  . Motivated by two plots, we look at the ner structure for the case of random Verblunsky
coefcients and for what we call the BLS condition: 	
  
   . In the former case, we describe
results of Stoiciu. In the latter case, we prove asymptotically equal spacing for the bulk of zeros.
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1. Prologue: A Theorem of Mhaskar and Saff. A recurrent theme of Ed Saff’s work
has been the study of zeros of orthogonal polynomials defined by measures in the complex
plane. So I was happy that some thoughts I’ve had about zeros of orthogonal polynomials on
the unit circle (OPUC) came to fruition just in time to present them as a birthday bouquet. To
add to the appropriateness, the background for my questions was a theorem of Mhaskar-Saff
[25] and the idea of drawing pictures of the zeros was something I learned from some of
Ed’s papers [32, 21]. Moreover, ideas of Barrios-Lo´pez-Saff [4] played a role in the further
analysis.
Throughout,  will denote a probability measure on fiffffifl "!$#&%('fi' !)'*fl(+-, which is
nontrivial in that it is not supported on a finite set. .0/213!54 (resp. 67/81!*4 ) will denote the monic
orthogonal polynomials (resp. orthonormal polynomials 69/:fl;./=<=>?./8> ). I will follow my
book [36, 37] for notation and urge the reader to look there for further background.
A measure is described by its Verblunsky coefficients
(1.1) @ / fl A . /-BDC 13E4
which enter in the Szego˝ recursion
./FBGCH1!*49flI!*./)1!*4A J@D/=.
 
/
13!54(1.2)
.
 
/FBGC
1!*49flK.
 
/
1!*4GAL@G/!M./fi13!54(1.3)
where
(1.4) N
 
/
1!*49flI!
/
N
/
1O+"<)J!-4
.
/ has all its zeros in ff [36, Theorem 1.7.1]. We let 5P / be the pure point measure on ff
which gives weight Q=<HR to each zero of ./ of multiplicity Q . For simplicity, we will suppose
there is a ST#VU EW?+YX so that
(1.5) Z\[^]_' @G/8' Ca`b/ flIS
(root asymptotics). If S0flc+ , we also need
(1.6) Z^[\]
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which automatically holds if Sonffi+ . Here is the theorem of Mhaskar-Saff [25]:
THEOREM 1.1 (Mhaskar-Saff [25]). If (1.5) and (1.6) hold, then 5P / converges weakly
to the uniform measure on the circle of radius S .
We note that both this result and the one of Nevai-Totik [28] I will mention in a moment
define S by Z^[\]qparsG' @G/t' Ck`k/ and the Mhaskar-Saff result holds for 5P
/*u
ikv where R91\w*4 is a
subsequence with Z^[\] i dfe ' @
/*u
ikv
'
Ck`b/*u
ikv
flffiS .
I want to say a bit about the proof of Theorem 1.1 in part because I will need a slight
refinement of the first part (which is from Nevai-Totik [28]) and in part because I want to
make propaganda for a new proof [36] of the second part.
The proof starts with ideas from Nevai-Totik [28] that hold when SonK+ :
(1) By (1.2) and ' ./213xzy|{z4}'fl;' .
 
/
13x"y\{z4}' , one sees inductively that
pars
/*~ ?Y
' .
 
/
1!*4}'*
e

ikj2l
1O+ffi' @
i
' 4n
and so, by the maximum principle and (1.4),
(1.7) cŁpkrs
/*~ 5`z
' !fi'
gfi/
' ./81!*4}'*n
(2) By (1.3),
e
h
/
j2l
' .
 
/FBDC
1!*4GAV.
 
/
1!*4}'*q
e
h
/
j2l
' @D/D'}' !fi'
/FBDC
n
if ' !)' Sn + by (1.5). Thus, in the disk z!'fi' !)'MnIS g8C , , .
 
/
has a limit. Since Sn + , the
Szego˝ condition (see [36, Chapter 2]) holds, so
(1.8) 6
 
/
1!*49&1!*4
g8C
on ff (see [36, Theorem 2.4.1]), we conclude that _1!*4 g2C has an analytic continuation
to the disk of radius S g8C and (1.8) holds there. (Nevai-Totik also prove a converse: If the
Szego˝ condition holds,  s flKE and &1!*4
g8C has an analytic continuation to the disk of
radius S g2C , then Z\[\]pkrsD' @G/8' Ck`b/ S .)
(3) When (1.5) holds, &1!*4 is analytic in ff and continuous on Jff so &13!54 g2C has no zeros in
J
ff . We define the Nevai-Totik points "! i ,zikj
C
(  in zEW?+-WMW}?}W},2 ) with +K' !FC-'*
' !z5'G?}9 S to be all the solutions of &1a+"<fiJ!54 g8C fl¡E in ¢7£¤fl¥z!¦'2S§n¥' !)'Gn+F, .
Since (1.8) holds and 6
 
/
13!54ofl(E©¨ª6/21a+"<fiJ!54Tfl;E , Hurwitz’s theorem implies that the
!
i are precisely the limit points of zeros of 6 / in the region ¢ £ . If «fl¡ , ' ! i '2¬S
so we conclude that for each ­cE , the number of zeros of 6 / in z!_'D' !)') S®¯­*, is
bounded as R° .
That concludes our summary of some of the results from Nevai-Totik. The next step is
from Mhaskar-Saff.
(4) By (1.1), if z! i / , /ikj
C
are the zeros of 6 / 13!54 counting multiplicity, then
' @
/
'fl
/

ikj
C
' !
i
/
'±W
so, by (1.5),
Z\[^]
/-de
+
R
/
h
ikj
C
Z^²³)' !
i
/
'-flZ^²³S"
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This together with (3) implies that the bulk of zeros must asymptotically lie on the circle
of radius S and, in particular, any limit point of *P / must be a measure on z!$'=' !)'FflIS", .
Mhaskar-Saff complete the proof by using potential theory to analyze the limit points of
the PF/ . Instead, I will sketch a different idea from [36, Section 8.2] that exploits the CMV
matrix (see [5] and [36, Sections 4.2–4.5]).
(5) If ´ u 
v
is the ¶µ matrix in the upper left of ´ , then
.

1!*49fl·M¸}¹z13!A_´
u

v
4W
and, in particular,
(1.9) º¡!*»G5P

13!549fl
+

Tr 1aU ´ u 
v
X¼»F4Y
It is not hard to see that (1.6) implies that on account of the structure of ´ , the right side
of (1.9) goes to E as ¬½ for each Qq¡E . Thus any limit point, *P , of 5P

has
¾
!
»
*P213!54fl¡E for Q¿flÀ+-WMW?}} . That determines the measure 5P uniquely since the
only measure on SFU fiffDX with zero moments is the uniform measure.
That completes the sketch of the proof of the Mhaskar-Saff theorem. Before going
on, I have two remarks to make. It is easy to see ([36, Theorem 8.2.6]) that ÁÂ}Ã?Wa´
»
ÂYÃÄÅfl
¾
bÆ
l
x"y
»
{*' 6
Ã
1x"y\{z4}'

91¼Ç4 . Thus the moments of the limit points of the Ces`aro average
È

fl
+


g8C
h
ikj8l
' 6
i
1x
y\{
4}'

91¼Ç4
are the same as the moments of the limits of 5P

(so if 5P

has a limit that lives on Éff , -È

has the same limit).
Second, a theorem like Mhaskar-Saff holds in many other situations. For example, if
Ê
/ is periodic and @ / A
Ê
/
ËE , then the 5P / converge to the equilibrium measure for the
essential support of  , which is a finite number of intervals. (See Ed Saff’s book with Totik
[33].)
One critical feature of the Mhaskar-Saff theorem is its universality. So long as we look at
cases where (1.5) and (1.6) hold, the angular distribution is the same. Our main goal here is
to go beyond the universal setup where the results will depend on more detailed assumptions
on asymptotics. In particular, we will want to consider two stronger conditions than root
asymptotics, (1.5), namely, ratio asymptotics
(1.10) Z\[^]
/-dfe
@
/-BDC
@G/
flIS
for some ST#V1E=W}+z4 and what we will call BLS asymptotics (or the BLS condition):
(1.11) @G/ÅflIS / ¯Ì©1k13SYÍ©4 / 4W
where ST#V1E=W}+z4 , ;#% , and ÍÎ#L13EW?+z4 .
The name BLS is for Barrios-Lo´pez-Saff [4] who proved the following:
THEOREM 1.2 (Barrios-Lo´pez-Saff [4]). A set of Verblunsky coefcients obeys the BLS
condition if and only if  s fl°E and the numeric inverse of the Szego function &1!*4 g2C ,
dened initially for !#¿ff , has a meromorphic continuation to a disk of radius 13S}Í$Ï|4 g2C for
some ÍÐÏ8#¿1E=W}+"4 which is analytic except for a single pole at !flffiS g8C .
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This is Theorem 2 in [4]. They allow SÑ#ff®Ò5"EM, but, by the rotation invariance of OPUC
(see [36, Eqns. (1.6.62)–(1.6.67)]), any S$flÓ' SF' xFy\{ can be reduced to ' SF' . Another proof of
Theorem 1.2 can be found in [36, Section 7.2] where it is also proven that
(1.12) cfl A:ÔLZ\[^]
df£aÕ5Ö
13!
g8C
A¿SY4a&1!*4
g8Cb×
&1ØSY4
and that if Í or ÍÐÏ is in 1 C

W?+z4 , then ÍÙflffiÍÐÏ .
We summarize the contents of the paper after the next and second preliminary section.
I’d like to thank Mourad Ismail, Rowan Killip, Paul Nevai, and Mihai Stoiciu for useful
conversations.
2. Two Pictures and an Overview of the Fine Structure. Take a look at two figures
(Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2) from my book [36, Section 8.4]. The first shows the zeros of
./21!*4 for @D/cflË1 C

4
/-BDC and the second for @G/ independent random variables uniformly
distributed on U±A C

W
C

X . (Of course, the second is for a particular choice of the random
variables made by Mathematica using its random number generator.) They are shown for
R:flIÚMW?+?EWFE=WbÚFE=W}+zE-E , and -E-E .
Figure 2.1 beautifully illustrates Theorem 1.1 and the Nevai-Totik theorem. All the zeros
but one clearly approach the circle ' !)'Ffl C

. There is one zero that approaches approximately
E ÛFÜ®:E-Ý . It is the single Nevai-Totik zero in this case. That there are no limiting zeros inside
' !)'Ffl
C

is no accident; see Corollary 1 of [4] and Theorem 8.4 below. And the zeros certainly
seem uniformly distributed — indeed, when I first ran the program that generated Figure 2.1,
I was impressed by how uniform the distribution seemed to be, even for Þfl(+?E .
The conclusion of the Mhaskar-Saff theorem is not true for the example in Figure 2.2
(nor, of course, the hypotheses since (1.6) fails), although it would be if uniform density on
U±A
C

W
C

X were replaced by any rotation invariant density, -ß , with
¾
' Z\²-³fi1!*4}'aFß71!*4onK (see
[37, Theorem 10.5.19]). But, by Theorems 10.5.19 and 10.5.21 of [37], 5P / has a limit 5P in
the case of Figure 2.2, and this limit can be seen to be of the form à1¼Ç54=á {
bÆ
with à&#& e and
à¯âŁÙ+ but not too far from + (e.g., all odd moments vanish and
¾
!

*P§flÙ1
C
kã
4
 ). My initial
thought was that the roughness was trying to emulate the pure point spectrum.
I now think I was wrong in both initial reactions.
Proof. [Expectation 1: Poisson Behavior] For Figure 2.2, I should have made the con-
nection with work of Molchanov [27] and Minami [26] who proved in the case of random
Schro¨dinger operators that, locally, eigenvalues in a large box had Poisson distribution. This
leads to a conjecture. First some notation:
We say a collection of intervals Í
u^/
v
C
W?}}?WbÍ
u^/
v
»
in fiff is canonical if Í
u^/
v
i
fl(zx
y|{
'-Ç$#
U
bÆ-äå
/
¯Ç
i
W
bÆ-£3å
/
¯Ç
i
X3, where E§Ç-Cf }?ÉÇ
»
IHæ , and if Ç i flcÇ i BGC , then S i nç i BDC .
CONJECTURE 2.1. Let z@tÃ}, e
Ã
j2l be independent identically distributed random vari-
ables, each uniformly distributed in z!_'G' !fi')cèÉ, for some è_n + and let ! u^/
v
C
W?}?}Wk!
u^/
v
/ be
the random variable describing the zeros of the .0/ associated to @ . Then for some ÑCHWb ,
(1) éTêYë
"!
u\/
v
i
'' !
u^/
v
i
'*nK+0ALx
gfiì
Ö
/
,Híq

1¼Z\²-³9Rt4


(2) For any collection Í u^/
v
C
W}?}?WbÍ
u^/
v
»
of canonical intervals and any î"CzW?}?}WOî
»
in "EW}+WbW
}?Y, , ï
1
ë
w$'Hð-ñk³fi1!
u^/
v
i
4#:Íóò,flî}ò for ôÀfl +W}}?YWbQ=4
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FIG. 2.1.

»

ò
j
Cõ
13SòA¿ç*ò4
Ã÷ö
î
òø
x
gtu\£Øög2äö
vØù
(2.1)
REMARK 2.2. 1. This says that, asymptotically, the distribution of ! ’s is the same as R
points picked independently, each uniformly distributed.
2. See the next section for a result towards this conjecture.
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FIG. 2.2.
3.
é
means expectation and
ï
probability.
4. I base the precise x gfiì Ö / and 1Z^²³®Rt4  on the results of Stoiciu [39], but I would regard
as very interesting any result that showed, except for a small fraction (even if not as small as
1¼Z\²-³9Rt4

<HR ), all zeros are very close (even if not as close as x gfiì Ö / ) for fiff .
5. There is one aspect of this conjecture that is stronger than what is proven for the
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Schr¤odinger case. The results of Molchanov [27] and Minami [26] are the analog of Con-
jecture 2.1 if Ç C fl;Ç  fl}?)fl;Ç
»
, which I would call a local Poisson structure. That there
is independence of distant intervals is conjectured here but not proven in the Schr ¤odinger
case. That this is really an extra result can be seen by the fact that Figure 2.2 is likely show-
ing local Poisson structure about any Ç l âflúEWaæ , but because the @ ’s are real, the set of
zeros is invariant under complex conjugation, so intervals about, say, æD<F and û-æD<F are not
independent.
As far as Figure 2.1 is concerned, it is remarkably regular so there is an extra phenomenon
leading to
Proof. [Expectation 2: Clock Behavior] If for ST#¿1E=W}+"4 and Ù#% , @7/É<FS / converges to
 sufficiently fast, then the non-Nevai-Totik zeros approach ' !fi'-flffiS and the angular distance
between nearby zeros in HæD<HR .
REMARK 2.3. 1. Proving this expectation when sufciently fast means BLS conver-
gence is the main new result of this paper; see Section 4.
2. This is only claimed for local behavior. We will see that, typically, errors in the
distance between the zeros are Ì©1a+"<"R  4 and will add up to shift zeros that are a nite distance
from each other relative to a strict clock.
3. Clock behavior has been discussed for OPRL. Szeg

o [40] has <"R upper and lower
bounds (different  ’s) in many cases and Erd¤os-Turan [11] prove local clock behavior under
hypotheses on the measure, but their results do not cover all Jacobi polynomials. In Section 6,
we will prove a clock result for a class of OPRL in terms of their Jacobi matrix parameters
( ü e
/
j
C
R91k' S/8'?K' ç5/ÐAq+5' 4nI ), and in Section 7, a simple analysis that proves local clock
behavior for Jacobi polynomials. I suppose this is not new, but I have not located a reference.
4. A closer look at Figure 2.1 suggests that this conjecture might not be true near !flIS .
In fact, the angular gap there is 1ØHæD<"Rt42¯ýM1O+H<"Rt4 , as we will see.
I should emphasize that the two structures we suspect here are very different from what is
found in the theory of random matrices. This is most easily seen by looking at the distribution
function for distance between nearest zeros scaled to the local density. For the Poisson case,
there is a constant density, while for clock, it is a point mass at a point Ç l âfl¥E depending
on normalization. For the standard random matrix (GUE, GOE, CUE), the distribution is
continuous but vanishing at E (see [24]).
Since any unitary with distinguished cyclic vector can be represented by a CMV ma-
trix, CUE has a realization connected with OPUC, just not either the totally random or BLS
case. Indeed, Killip-Nenciu [19] have shown that CUE is given by independent @ i ’s but not
identically distributed.
In Section 3, we describe a new result of Stoiciu [39] on the random case. In Section 4,
we overview our various clock results: paraorthogonal OPUC in Section 5, OPRL proven in
Sections 6 and 7, and BLS in Sections 8–13. We mention some examples in Section 13.
3. Stoiciu’s Results on the Random Case. Recall that given
Ê
#þÉff and H.Ñ/fi, e
/
j8l , a
set of orthogonal polynomials, the paraorthogonal polynomials (POPs) [18, 16] are defined
by
./213!=ß
Ê
49fl!M./*g8C"1!*4A
J
Ê
.
 
/*g2C
1!*4
They have all their zeros on fiff (see, e.g., [36, Theorem 2.2.12]). Stoiciu [39] has proven the
following result:
THEOREM 3.1 (Stoiciu [39]). Let "@ i , eikj2l be independent identically distributed ran-
dom variables with common distribution uniform in z!I'' !fi' G, for some   n+ . Let
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Ê
i
,
e
ikj2l be independent identically distributed random variables uniformly distributed on
fiff . Let !
u^/
v
i be the zeros of ./813!=ß Ê /*g8C4 . Let Í u\/
v
C
W}?}}WÍ
u^/
v
»
be canonical intervals with the
same Ç , that is, ÇC0flÇHTfl(}?5flqÇ
»
. Then (2.1) holds.
This differs from Conjecture 2.1 in two ways: The zeros are of the POPs, not the OPUC,
and the result is only local (i.e., all Ç ’s are equal). While the proof has some elements in
common with the earlier work on OPRL of Molchanov [27] and Minami [26], there are many
differences forced, for example, by the fact that rank one perturbations of selfadjoint operators
differ in many ways from rank two perturbations of unitaries. Since the proof is involved and
the earlier papers have a reputation of being difficult, it seems useful to summarize here the
strategy of Stoiciu’s proof.
Following Minami, a key step is the proof of what are sometimes called fractional mo-
ment bounds and which I like to call Aizenman-Molchanov bounds after their first appearance
in [2]. A key object in these bounds is the Green’s function which has two natural analogs for
OPUC:

/Fò
1!*4fl;ÁÂ
/
W?1¼´A¿!54
g2C
Â
ò
ÄYW(3.1)

/Fò
1!*4fl;ÁÂ
/
W?1¼´$¯!54}1 ´AL!*4
g8C
Â
ò
Ä(3.2)
These are related by
(3.3)

/Fò©1!*47flÂ?/Fò	F!

/Fò13!54YW
so controlling one on fiff is the same as controlling the other.
As we will see below,

and

lie in the Hardy space  for any :nffi+ , so we can define
(3.4)

/Fò
1x
y|{
4flqZ\[^]

	
C

/Fò
1Hx
y\{
4
for a.e. x"y|{ . In the random case, rotation invariance will then imply that for any x-y\{#fiff ,
(3.4) holds for a.e. @ . In treatments of Aizenman-Molchanov bounds for Schro¨dinger opera-
tors, it is traditional to prove bounds on the analog of

y
i
1!*4 for !óflHx"y|{ with Ðnffi+ uniform
in  in 1 C

W}+"4 . Instead, the Stoiciu proof deals directly with ófl + , requiring some results on
boundary values of   functions to replace a uniform estimate.
Given  , we define

´
u

v
to be the random CMV matrix ([5] and [36, Chapter 4]) ob-
tained by setting @

to the random value
Ê

#Ififf .

´
u

v
decouples into a direct sum of
an ËµV matrix, ´ u 
v
, and an infinite matrix which is identically distributed to the ran-
dom ´ if  is even and ´ , the random alternate CMV matrix, if  is odd. (This is a slight
oversimplification. Only if
Ê

flÀA+ is the infinite piece of

´
u

v
a CMV matrix since the
+µV+ piece in the  half of the  factorization has A
Ê

in place of + . As explained in
[36, Theorem 4.2.9], there is a diagonal unitary equivalence taking such a matrix to a CMV
matrix with Verblunsky coefficients A
Ê
g2C

@
i
B

BGC and the distribution of these is identical
to the distribution of the @ i B

BDC . We will ignore this subtlety in this sketch.)
We define

u

v
/Fò
1!*4 and

u

v
/Fò
13!54 for R7Waô #ú1"EW?+-W}?}WbËAÙ+-, by replacing ´ in
(3.1)/(3.2) by ´ u 
v
.
´A

´
u

v
is a rank two matrix with 1¼´A

´
u

v
4a/Fò¡âflE only if ' RA$¯'5q , ' ôffiA$¯'5 .
Moreover, any matrix element of the difference is bounded in absolute value by  . If R #
zE=W}}?WkÀA+F, , ôÞ , then 1

´
u

v
AL!*4
g8C
/Fò
flE , so the second resolvent formula implies
(3.5)
Rþq¥A	+WMôÞ '

/FòÐ1!*4}'


h
»
j

g8C~

gfi}~

g
'

u

v
/
»
13!54?' 

h

»
g

B
Ö

 fiff

'

»
ò©1!*4}' W
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which we will call the decoupling formula.
Similarly, we have
(3.6)
R7Wkô fl '

/Fò 1!*4A

u

v
/-ò
13!54?'
q

h
»
j

g2C~

gfi}~

gffi
'

u

v
/
»
1!*4}' 

h

»
g

B
Ö

  ff

'

»
ò 13!54?' 
and
(3.7)
R7WaôÞqfl '

/Fò 13!54GA


u

v
/Fò
13!54?'


h
»
j

~

BDC~

B8
'


u

v
/
»
13!54?' 

h

»
g

B
Ö

  ff

'

»
ò 1!*4}'  W
where we recall that if R7WaôÞ and  is even, then


u

v
/Fò
1!*4©fl

/*g

~ òTg

13!=W}z@
i
B

BDC
,
e
ikj8l
4 and if  is odd, then


u

v
/Fò
1!*4ófl

òTg

~ /*g

1!ÉWY"@
i
B

BGC
,
e
ikj8l
4 .
Stoiciu’s argument has five parts, each with substeps:
Part 1: Some preliminaries concerning  properties of

y
i , positivity of the Lyapunov
exponent, and exponential decay of

y
i for a.e. @ .
Part 2: Proof of the Aizenman-Molchanov estimates.
Part 3: Using Aizenman-Molchanov estimates to prove that eigenvalues of ´ u 
v
are, ex-
cept for Ì©1Z^²³_4 of them, very close to eigenvalues of Z\²-³® independent copies of
´
u

`  !#"

v
.
Part 4: A proof that the probability of ´ u 
v
having two eigenvalues in an interval of size
Fæ%$)< is Ì©1$  4 .
Part 5: Putting everything together to get the Poisson behavior.
Part 2 uses Simon’s formula for

y
i (see [36, Section 4.4]) and ideas of Aizenman,
Schenker, Friedrich, and Hundertmark [3], but the details are specific to OPUC and exploit
the rotation invariance of the distribution in an essential way. Part 3 uses the strategy of
Molchanov-Minami with some ideas of Aizenman [1], del Rio et al. [9], and Simon [38].
But again, there are OPUC-specific details that actually make the argument simpler than for
OPRL. Part 4 is a new and, I feel, more intuitive argument than that used by Molchanov [27]
or Minami [26]. It depends on rotation invariance. Part 5, following Molchanov and Minami,
is fairly standard probability theory. Here are some of the details.
In the arguments below, we will act as if Z^²³® and $<GZ\²-³9 are integers rather than
doing what a true proof does: use integral parts and wiggle blocks of size U $<GZ\²-³9:X by + to
get U Z^²³®X of them that add to  .
Step 1.1 ( & properties of Carathe´odory functions). A Carathe´odory function is an analytic
function on ff with

1E54fl + and '0¸

1!*4;E . By Kolmogorov’s theorem (see [10, Sec-
tion 4.2]), such an

is in & , E©n( nK+ with an a priori bound 1E©n):nffi+ ),
pkrs
l+*

*
C
ºffi'

1Hx
y\{
4}'

Ç
Hæ
-,Y²5p

Éæ


g8C

For any unit vector È , ÁÈ)W . B8
.
gfi
ÈÄ is a Carathe´odory function so, by polarization, we have the
a priori bounds
(3.8) pars
l+*

*
C
ºffi'

/Fò©1Hx
y|{
4?'

-Ç
Hæ
q
Yg

,Y²5p

=æ

fW
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EÐn):nK+ , all ôþWkR . The same bound holds for

u

v
.
Step 1.2 (Pointwise estimates on expectations). / functions have boundary values and the
mean converges (see [10, Theorem 2.6]), so (3.8) holds for fl + and the pkrs dropped. If one
averages over the random @ (or random @ and
Ê
for

u

v
) and uses the rotation invariance to
see that the expectation is Ç -independent, we find
(3.9)
é
1b'

/Fò1x
y|{
4?'

4
}g

,}²p

=æ


for all R7Waô , all ÇÐ#VU EWHæt4 , and for all

u

v
.
Step 1.3 (Positive Lyapunov exponent). By the rotation invariance and the Thouless formula
(see [37, Theorems 10.5.8 and 10.5.26]), the density of zeros is -Ç*<FHæ , the Lyapunov expo-
nent exists for all ! and is given by (see [37, Theorem 12.6.2])
ß13!547fl(A
C

º


 0
Z^²³fi1a+0Aq' !)'

4


!
æ1 

¦Z^²³É1¼]Åð32 1a+-W"' !)' 4k4W
and, in particular, ß71x y|{ 4qE .
Step 1.4 (Pointwise decay of

). Let ! l #fiff and let @ be a random sequence of @ ’s for
which C
/
Z\²-³>542/)1!Éßk@4}>Åªß and '

lkl
1!
l
4}'Gn  . Since ß13! l 4Ð;E , the Ruelle-Osceledec
theorem (see [37, Theorem 10.5.29]) implies there is a 6âfl«+ for which the OPUC with
boundary condition 6 (see [36, Section 3.2]) obeys ' 687
/
1!
l
4}' E . It follows from Theo-
rem 10.9.3 of [37] that '

l
/
1!
l
4?'E . Thus, for a.e. @ ,
(3.10) Z\[\]
/-dfe
'

l
/
1!
l
4}'-úE
By Theorem 10.9.2 of [37],

lMl
#cÝ:9 and this implies that the solutions æ and è of
Section 4.4 of [36] obey ' æ
»
1!
l
4}'*fl ' è
»
1!
l
4}' so '^1 ´AL!*4 g8C
ò/
' is symmetric in ô and R . Thus
(3.10) implies
Z^[\]
/-dfe
'

/
l
1!
l
4}'-úE
Step 1.5 (Decay of
é
1b'

l
/21!
l
4?' 4 ). The proof of (3.10) shows, for fixed @ , '

l
/21!
l
4}' decays
exponentially, but since the estimates are not uniform in @ , one cannot use this alone to
conclude exponential decay of the expectation. But a simple functional analytic argument
shows that if ;É/ are functions on a probability measure space, pars
/
é
1k' ;=/' -4¿n  and
' ;
/
1=<4?'É E for a.e. < , then
é
1b' ;
/
'

4T E for any ¤n . It follows from (3.9) and (3.10)
that for any ! l #Éff and E©n(:nI+ ,
Z\[\]
/-dfe
é
1k'

l
/
1!
l
4}'

49flIE
Step 1.6 (General decay of
é
1b'

' fi4 ). By the Schwartz inequality and repeated use of (3.5),
(3.6), and (3.7), one sees first for :n C

and then by Ho¨lder’s inequality that
Z\[^]
/-de
pkrs

òog
»
 >
/
é
1k'

ò
»
1!
l
4}'

4flE
and
(3.11) Z\[^]
/-dfe
pkrs

òTg
»
 >
/
l

òo~
»


g8C
all

é
1k'

u

v
ò
»
1!
l
4}'

4®flE
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That completes Part 1.
Step 2.1 (Conditional expectation bounds on diagonal matrix elements). Let
¦13@®Waß249fl
@Vß
+ J@Dß

Then a simple argument shows that for E©n?:nK+ ,
pkrs
@
~ A
º
 BC 
CfiD
D
D
D
+
+0A
Ê
¦1@WOß84
D
D
D
D



@VnW
because, up to a constant, the worst case is
Ê
flÎßqflÓ+ , and in that case, the denominator
vanishes only on '0¸t@þflIE . Applying this to Khrushchev’s formula (see [37, Theorem 9.2.4])
provides an a priori bound on the conditional expectation
(3.12)
é
1b'

»}»
1!*4}'

'5"@
i
,
iFEj
»
4
where  is a universal constant depending only on   (the radius of the support of the dis-
tribution of @ ) and a similar result for conditioning on "@ i , iFEj
»
g8C , that is, averaging over
@
»
g2C .
Step 2.2 (Conditional expectation bounds on near diagonal matrix elements). Since è g2C 
1O+0AG 

4
g2Ck`b
ŁIH for all @ with ' @'J  , we have, by equation (1.5.30) of [36], that
D
D
D
D
6
»
6
ò
D
D
D
D
c13KH4

»
g)ò

on fiff . A similar estimate for the solutions æ and è of Section 4.4 of [36] (using ' æ
»
'-fl;' è
»
' ;
see the end of Step 1.4) proves
D
D
D
D
æ
»
æÉò
D
D
D
D
c13KH4

»
g)ò


This implies, by Theorem 4.4.1 of [36], that
(3.13)
D
D
D
D

»5L
1!*4

ò/21!*4
D
D
D
D
c13 Hf4

»
gfiò

B

Ã
gfi/

W
something clearly special to OPUC. This together with (3.12) and (3.3) impliesé
1k'

ò/
1!*4}'

'*z@
i
,
iFEj
»
4c13 Hf4

òog
»

B

/*g
»

1a+	-4
Step 2.3 (Double decoupling). This step uses an idea of Aizenman, Schenker, Friedrich, and
Hundertmark [3]. Given R , we look at  n	RALû and decouple first at  and then at ÎVû
to get, using (3.5) and (3.7), that
'

l
/
1!*4}'M	Ü

h
»
j

g8C~

g)Y~

g
'

u

v
l
»
13!54?'


h

»
g

B
Ö

 
ff


Ã
g

BNM

 ff

'

»
Ã
'


h
Ã
j

B1}~

B8ã}~

B1O
'


u

B1
v
Ã
/
1!*4}'


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Using (3.13) and generously overestimating the number of terms, we find
'

l
/21!*4}'M	Ü}ûQPRP?ûÉ13 Hf4
C
l
'

u

v
l

g8C
13!54?'}'


BGC

BDC-1!*4}'?'


u

BS
v

B17/
13!54?' 
Raise this to the  -th power and average over @

BDC with "@
»
,
»
Ej

BDC fixed. Since

u

v
l

g2C
and


u

B1
v

BS

are independent of @

BGC , they come out of the conditional expectation which
can be bounded by (3.12).
After that replacement has been made, the other two factors are independent. Thus, if we
integrate over the remaining @ ’s and use the structure of


, we get
(3.14)
é
1k'

l
/ 13!54?'

4

é
1k'

u

v
l

g2C
1!*4}'

4
é
1b'

u

v
l
/*g

gffi
'

4YW
where 

is  -dependent but  -independent.
Step 2.4 (Aizenman-Molchanov bounds). By (3.11), for  fixed, we can pick  so large that
in (3.14), we have 

é
1k'

u

v
l

g2C
1!*4}' F40nI+ . If we iterate, we then get exponential decay, that
is, we get the Aizenman-Molchanov bound; for any #V1EW?+z4 , there is 

and T

so that
(3.15)
é
1k'

/Fò
1!*4}'

4

x
g%URV

/Mgfiò

and R7Waô #VU EWk A+YX ,
(3.16)
é
1b'

u

v
/Fò
1!*4}'

4

x
g%U
V

/*g)ò


One gets (3.16) from (3.15) by repeating Step 1.6.
That completes Part 2.
Step 3.1 (Dynamic localization). In the Schro¨dinger case, Aizenman [1] shows (3.16) bounds
imply bounds on par=sXWY'±13x g y WZY 4O/-ò©' . The analog of this has been proven by Simon [38]. Thus,
(3.16) implies
(3.17)
é
ê
par=s
Ã
'±1¼´
Ã
4O/-ò©'

í


x
g%URV

/Mgfiò

W
and similarly with ´ replaced by ´ u 
v
.
Step 3.2 (Pointwise a.e. bounds). For a.e. @ , there is &1@4 so that
(3.18) U\1 ´ u 
v
4
Ã
X
/Fò
q&1@4Y13+"4\[8x
gffiU

/*g)ò

for, by (3.17) and its  analog with ¤fl C

,
é

h
/*~ òo~

/M~ ò


pkrs
Ã
'^13
Ã
4
/Fò
'
Ck`b
13¡+z4
gÉã
x
B
Ö

U
Ö^]


/*g)ò


n
Step 3.3 (SULE for OPUC). Following del Rio, Jitomirskaya, Last, and Simon [9], we can
now prove SULE in the following form. For each eigenvalue <
»
of ´ u 
v
, define ô
»
to
maximize the component of the corresponding eigenvector _
»
(the eigenvalues are simple),
that is,
' _
»
~ òa`
'-fl ]Åðb2
Ã
j
C~dcdcdc ~

' _
»
~
Ã"'
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Since
+
egf
g2C
h
Ã
j2l
J<
Ã
»
U\1 ´
u

v
4
Ã
X /Fò h_
»
~ / J_
»
~ ò
and ]Åðb28' _
»
~
L
'*	
g8Ca`b (since ü 
g2C
Ã
j2l
' _
»
~ Ã '

fl(+ ), (3.18) implies
' _
»
~ /t'M	&13@G4}1 +z4
[
c O
x
gffiU

/*g)ò `

W
which is what del Rio et al. call semi-uniform localization (SULE).
Step 3.4 (Bound on the distribution of _
»
). If ' RA¤ô
»
'MT
g2C
U\1Zi= Ú4*Z\²-³É13cV+z4MZ\²-³9_1@4÷X ,
' _
»
~ /8'MK13¡+z4
g2C so ü such / ' _
»
~ /8'


C

, and thus,
(3.19) ' _
»
~ ò ` '


+
©U Z\²-³)1þ4tVZ\²-³&1@4÷X

Since ü 
»
j
C
' _
»
~
Ã"'

fl(+ for each î , (3.19) implies for each ô ,ë
HQ'"ô
»
flô_,fq©U Z\²-³)1_4DVZ\²-³®_1@4÷X÷
Step 3.5 (Decoupling except for bad eigenvalues). Let 13kja4 u 
v
be the matrix obtained from
´
u

v
by decoupling in Z\²-³fi1_4 blocks of size $<GZ\²-³=13_4 where decoupling is done with
random values of
Ê
i

`l !#"zu

v in fiff . Call an eigenvalue of ´ u 
v
bad if its ô
»
lies within
0CFU Z\²-³É13_4MZ\²-³9&13@G4X and good if not. A good eigenvector is centered at an ô
»
well within
a single block and, by taking ÑC large, is of order at most Ì©13 g) 4 at the decoupling points.
It follows, by using trial functions, that good eigenvalues move by at most Ñz gfi if ´ u 
v
is
replaced by 1 ´Sja4 u 
v
.
Step 3.6 (Decoupling of probabilities). Fix the Q intervals of Theorem 3.1. We claim if ! u 
v
i
are the eigenvalues of ´ u 
v
and ! j
u

v
i of ´Sj u 
v
, then
ï
1
ë
1w§' !
u

v
i
#:Í
u

v
ò
,flî
ò
Wô¥fl +-W}?}YWQ4
A
ï
1
ë
1\w$'H!
j
u

v
i
#Í
u

v
ò
49flî}òWMô¥fl(+-W?}?YWbQ49úE
(3.20)
This follows if we also condition on the set where &1@4 because the distribution of bad
eigenvalues conditioned on &1@4q is rotation invariant, and so the conditional probability
is rotation invariant. Thus, with probability approaching + , no bad eigenvalues lie in the
Í
u

v
ò . Also, since the conditional distribution of good eigenvalues is -Ç*<FHæ , they will lie
within Ì©1 gfi 4 of the edge with probability  g2C . Thus (3.20) holds with the conditioning.
Since Z^[\]nm de 1&13@G4Ñ	§4®úE , (3.20) holds.
That concludes Part 3 of the proof. For the fourth part, we note that the POP
./Åfl!M./*g8CA
J
Ê
/=.
 
/*g2C
flIE¨
Ê
/M!M./*g2C
.
 
/
fl +-
Step 4.1 (Definition and properties of È5/ ). Define È/81Çßk@ l W?}?YWk@G/*g2CHW
Ê
/4 for ÇÐ#VU EWHæ)X
Ê
/
!M.
/*g2C
.
 
/*g8C
flÎ¸o2Ms81¼Ý÷È-/É4}'

jqp:rts

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The ambiguity in È / is settled by usually thinking of it as only defined mod Hæ , that is, in
9 <FHæ1u . È / is then real analytic and has a derivative È / <HÇ lying in 9 . We first claim
(3.21)
-È/
Ç
EW
for if

È21Ç4 is defined by xHywv
x
fl(13!A¿!
l
4k<1O+0A¿!8J!
l
4 for ! l #&9 , and !óflxHy\{ , then
(3.22)


È
Ç
fl
+0A' !
l
'

' x
y|{
AL!
l
'

qEW
from which (3.21) follows by writing ./*g8C as the product of its zeros, all of which lie in ff .
We also have
(3.23) º
bÆ
l
È-/
Ç
ÇflIFæ2R7
This follows from the argument principle if we note
Ê
/M!M./*g2C?<-.
 
/*g8C
is analytic in ff with R
zeros there. Alternatively, since the Poisson kernel maps + to + , (3.22) implies
¾
á
v
x

{
á
{
bÆ
fl + ,
which also yields (3.23).
Step 4.2 (Independence of È/t1x"y\{z4 and á
xzy
á
{
13xzy|{
Ö
4 ).
Ê
/ drops out of -È/É<F-Ç at all points. On
the other hand,
Ê
/ is independent of !M./*g2C}<-.
 
/*g8C
and uniformly distributed. It follows that
È
/
1x"y|{\{z4 and á
xzy
á
{
13xzy|{
Ö
4 at any Ç l and Ç C are independent. Moreover, È / 1x"y|{?4 is uniformly
distributed.
Step 4.3 (Calculation of
é
1ØÈ/D<F-Ç4 ). As noted, È-/fi<HÇ is only dependent on z@ i , /*g)ikj2l and,
by rotation covariance of the @ ’s (see [36, Eqns. (1.6.62)–(1.6.68)]),
È-/
Ç
1¼Ç
l
ßbx
gtu
i
BDC
vZ|
@
i
49fl
È-/
Ç
1¼Ç
l
A¿6ßb@
i
4
It follows that since the @ i ’s are rotation invariant that
é
1
á
x}y
á
{
1¼Ç
l
4k4 is independent of Ç l and
so, by applying
é
to (3.23),
(3.24)
é

È
Ç
1Ç
l
4

flR7
Step 4.4 (Bound on the conditional expectation). Let ~ / be an interval on fiff of size Hæ%=<HR .
Let 6 l #~ / and consider the conditional probability
(3.25)
ï
1Z~
/ has 2 or more eigenvalues '36 l is an eigenvalue 4YW
(where we use “eigenvalue” to refer to zeros of the POP since they are eigenvalues of a ´ u 
v
).
If that holds, È / 1^6 l 4ofl + and, for some 6 C in ~ , È)1^6 C 4fl + , so
¾Q
y
á
x}y
á
{
Ç_;Fæ . Thus the
conditional probability (3.25) is bounded by the conditional probability
(3.26)
ï

º

y
È-/
-Ç
ÇÅHæ
D
D
D
D
È216
l
4®flc+


While (3.25) is highly dependent on the value of È216 l 4 , (3.26) is not since -È/É<F-Ç is inde-
pendent of È216 l 4 . Thus, by Chebyshev’s inequality,
(3.25)  (3.26) 
ï

º

y
È-/
-Ç
ÇÐHæ

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ffi1ØHæt4
g8C
é

º

y
È /
Ç
Ç3
fl

Fæ%
R
 13Fæt4
g2C
R:flI)
by (3.24).
Step 4.5 (Two eigenvalue estimate). By a counting argument,ï
1~ / has exactly ô eigenvalues 4
fl
+
ô
º
{


y
ï
1Z~}/ has exactly ô eigenvalues '"È5/81¼Ç54®flc+"4MTD1¼Ç54W
where TD1¼Ç54 is the density of eigenvalues which is /
kÆ
-Ç by rotation invariance. Since ôú

C
ò

C

, we see
ï
1~
/ has  or more eigenvalues 4 C

º

y
(3.25) lTt1Ç4




R
Hæ
Hæ%
R

fl



(3.27)
The key is that for  small, (3.27) is small compared to the probability that ~?/ has at least
one eigenvalue which is order  . This completes Part 4.
Step 5.1 (Completion of the proof). It is essentially standard theory of Poisson processes that
an estimate like (3.27) for a sum of a large number of independent point processes implies
the limit is Poisson. The argument specialized to this case goes as follows. Use Step 3.6 to
consider Z\²-³® independent of POPs of degree Å<Z^²³® . The union of the Í
u

v
ò lies in a
single interval, Í u 
v
, of size <Y (here is where the Ç l fl(}?5flÇ
»
condition is used) which
is 

kÆ
u

` !}"

v with 

flÀ<GZ^²³9 . Thus the probability of any single POP having two
zeros in Í u 
v
is Ì©1k1¼Z\²-³_4 g) 4 . The probability of any of the Z\²-³® POPs having two zeros
is Ì©1k1¼Z\²-³þ4 g2C 49E .
The probability of any single eigenvalue in a Í
u

v
ò is Ì©1O+H<GZ\²-³®_4 , so each interval is
described by precisely the kind of limit where the Poisson distribution results. Since, except
for a vanishing probability, no interval has eigenvalues from a POP with an eigenvalue in
another, and the POPs are independent, we get independence of intervals. This completes our
sketch of Stoiciu’s proof of his result.
4. Overview of Clock Theorems. The rest of this paper is devoted to proving various
theorems about equal spacings of zeros under suitable hypotheses. In this section, we will
state the main results and discuss the main themes in the proofs. It is easiest to begin with the
case of POPs for OPUC:
THEOREM 4.1. Let "@ i , eikj2l be a sequence of Verblunsky coefcients so that
(4.1)
e
h
ikj2l
' @
i
'Mnq
and let 
Ê
i
,
e
ikj
C
be a sequence of points on fiff . Let zÇ u\/
v
i
,
/
ikj
C
be dened so E¦¡Ç u^/
v
C

}?Ç
u^/
v
/
nqFæ and so that x y\{5
yQ
å are the zeros of the POPs
.
u
@
v
/
13!549fl!*./*g8CH13!54GA
J
Ê
/=.
 
/*g8C
13!54Y
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Then (with Ç u^/
v
/FBGC
ŁÇ
u\/
v
C
¯Fæ )
(4.2) pkrs
ikj
C~dcdcdc ~ /
R
D
D
D
D
Ç
u^/
v
i
BDC
AþÇ
u\/
v
i
A
Fæ
R
D
D
D
D
E
as R&° .
The intuition behind the theorem is very simple. Szego˝’s theorem and Baxter’s theorem
imply on fiff that (with 6
u
@
v
/
flK.
u
@
v
/
<=>?./*g8CH> )
(4.3) 6 u
@
v
/
1x
y|{
48Ix
y
/
{
&1x
y|{
4
g2C
A
J
Ê
/ &13x
y|{
4
g2C
and the zeros of the right side of (4.3) obey (4.2)! (4.3) holds only on fiff and does not extend
to complex Ç without much stronger hypotheses on @ . That works since we know by other
means that 6
u
@
v
/ has all its zeros on Éff . But when one looks at true OPUC, we will not have
this a priori information and will need stronger hypotheses on the @ ’s.
There is a second issue connected with the  in (4.3). It means uniform convergence of
the difference to zero. If à / and  are uniformly close, à / must have zeros close to the zeros
of  , and we will have enough control on the right side of (4.3) to be sure that 6
u
@
v
/ has zeros
near those of the right side of (4.3). So uniform convergence will be existence of zeros.
A function like à / 1$)4Tfl pk[Łt1$)4®A 
/
pk[Ł81¼R%$fi4 , which has three zeros near $¿fl E , shows
uniqueness is a more difficult problem.
There are essentially two ways to get uniqueness. One involves control over derivatives
and/or complex analyticity which will allow uniqueness via an appeal to an intermediate
value theorem or a use of Rouche´’s theorem. These will each require extra hypotheses on the
Verblunsky coefficients or Jacobi parameters. In the case of genuine OPUC where we already
have to make strong hypotheses for existence, we will use a Rouche´ argument.
There is a second way to get uniqueness, namely, by counting zeros. Existence will
imply an odd number of zeros near certain points. If we have R such points and R zeros, we
will get uniqueness. This will be how we will prove Theorem 4.1. Counting will be much
more subtle for OPRL because the close zeros will lie in U±ATWbHX (if ç /  + and S /  E )
and there can be zeros outside. For counting to work, we will need only finitely many mass
points outside U±ATWbHX . This will be obtained via a Bargmann bound, which explains why our
hypothesis in the next theorem is what it is:
THEOREM 4.2. Let zç / , e
/
j
C
and "S / , e
/
j
C
be Jacobi parameters that obey
(4.4)
e
h
/
j
C
R91b' ç*/ÐA+5'}ffi' SY/8' 4n
Let zNG/fi, e
/
j2l be the monic orthogonal polynomials and let F i , eikj
C
1\nÙ¯4 be the mass
points of the associated measure which lie outside U±ATWb"X . Then for R sufciently large, N9/81Z$fi4
has precisely  zeros outside U^ATMWbHX and the other RA? in U^ATMWbHX . Dene E©n¯Ç u^/
v
C
nffi}?n
Ç
u^/
v
/*gffi
næ so that the zeros of N / 1Z$fi4 on U^ATMW"X are exactly at ",}²pY1Ç u^/
v
Ã
4,
/*g%
Ã
j
C
. Then
(4.5) pars
ikj
C~dcdcdc ~ /*g%*g2C
R
D
D
D
D
Ç
u^/
v
i
BDC
ALÇ
u^/
v
i
A
Hæ
HR
D
D
D
D
E=
REMARK 4.3. 1. The Jacobi parameters are dened by the recursion relation
$ÉNG/81$)4®flNG/*g8CH1$)4t	S/FBDCYND/81Z$fi4t¯ç

/
ND/Mg2C-1$fi4
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(with N l 1Z$fi4®fl(+ and N g2C 1$)4®flE ).
2. It is known for all Jacobi polynomials that the Jacobi parameters have ' S / ' $' ç / Aó+5'Ffl
Ì©1¼R
g)
4 . So (4.4) fails. In Section 7, we will provide a different argument that proves clock
behavior for Jacobi polynomials.
3. We will also say something about ' ÇC-' and ' æóA§ÇH/*g%8' , but the result is a little involved
so we put the details in Section 6.
Finally, we quote the result for OPUC obeying the BLS condition:
THEOREM 4.4. Suppose a set of Verblunsky coefcients obeys (1.11) for ;#% , ÎâflE ,
S#;13EW?+z4 , and Í #Ù1EW?+z4 . Then the number,  , of Nevai-Totik points is nite, and for R
large, ./213!54 has  zeros near these points. The other RA zeros can be written z! u^/
v
i
,
/*g%
ikj
C
where ! u^/
v
i
Ł ' !
u\/
v
i
' x
y|{ 
y+
å with (for R large) Ç u^/
v
l
ŁKEÅnÇ
u^/
v
C
nqÇ
u^/
v

n }?ÉnqÇ
u^/
v
/*gffi
nHæþfl
Ç
u^/
v
/*gffi-BDC
. We have that
pars
i
'?' !
u^/
v
i
'FA¿S7'-flIÌ

Z\²-³fi1¼Rt4
R
fW(4.6)
pkrs
ikj2l
~dcdcdc ~ /*gffi
R
D
D
D
D
Ç
u^/
v
i
BGC
ALÇ
u^/
v
i
A
Fæ
R
D
D
D
D
E=W(4.7)
and
(4.8)
' !
u\/
v
i
BDC
'
' !
u^/
v
i
'
flc+	Ì

+
RZ^²³9R


REMARK 4.5. 1. We will see that usually, the right side of (4.6) can be replaced by
Ì©1O+H<"Rt4 and the right side of (4.8) by +¯Ì©1a+"<"R  4 .
2. Since Ç l flÀE and Ç /*g%FBDC flÀHæ are not zeros, the angular gap between ! u^/
v
C
and
!
u^/
v
/*gffi
is 1ØHæD<HRt4 .
3. (4.7) and (4.8) imply that ' ! u^/
v
i
BGC
A¿!
u^/
v
i
'
kÆ
/
S .
The key to the proofs of Theorems 4.2 and 4.4 will be careful asymptotics for N/ and
./ . For NG/ , we will use well-known Jost-Szego˝ asymptotics. For .0/ , our analysis seems to
be new.
We will also prove two refined results on the Nevai-Totik zeros, one of which has a clock!
THEOREM 4.6. Suppose that (1.5) holds with SKn+ . Let ! l obey ' ! l '§ªS and
&1a+"<fiJ!
l
4
g2C
flE (i.e., ! l is a Nevai-Totik zero). Let !"/ be zeros of 67/21!*4 near ! l for R
large. Then for some ­ÐE and R large,
(4.9) ' ! / AL! l '*	x gCk/ 
REMARK 4.7. In general, if ! l is a zero of order Q of &1a+"<fiJ!4 g2C , then there are Q choices
of !"/ and all obey (4.9).
THEOREM 4.8. Suppose that (1.11) holds for Ù#% , ÎâflE , So#¿1E=W}+z4 , and Í¡#V1E=W}+"4 .
There exists ÍÐ-WbÍf#¦13EW}+"4 so that if Sn! l nSYÍÐ is a zero of order Q of &1a+"<fiJ!54 g2C , then
for large R , the Q zeros of 6/213!54 near ! l have a clock pattern:
(4.10) ! u
ikv
/
fl!
l
	
C

S
' !
l
'

/-`
»
¸o2Ms

ATFæ2Ý
R
Q
ð-ñk³fi1!
l
4

x
bÆ
y
i
`
»Ñ	Ì
N
S}Ík
' !
l
'

/-`
»

W
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for wÐflEW?+-W?}}}WbQóA	+ (so the Q zeros form a Q -fold clock).
This completes the description of clock theorems we will prove in this article, but I want
to mention three other situations where the pictures in [36] suggest there are clock theorems
plus a fourth situation:
(A) Periodic Verblunsky Coefficients. As Figures 8.8 and 8.9 of [36] suggest, if the
Verblunsky coefficients are periodic (or converge sufficiently rapidly to the periodic
case), the zeros are locally equally spaced, but are spaced inversely proportional to a
local density of states. We will prove this in a future paper [35]. For earlier related
results, see [22, 29, 30].
(B) Barrios-Lo´pez-Saff [4] consider @G/ ’s which are decaying as S / with a periodic mod-
ulation. A strong version of their consideration is that there is a period  sequence,

C W

 W}}?}W


, all nonzero with
@D/$flIS
/

/f¯Ì©1k13SYÍ©4
/
4W
with EnÞÍ¬n+ . In [34], we will prove clock behavior for such @/ ’s. In general,
there are  missing points in the clock at Sz<
i
with <¯fl¸R2Mst13Fæ2ÝO<5fi4 a  -th root of unity.
Indeed, we will treat the more general
@G/©fl
ò
h
Ã
j
C

Ã
x
y
/
{:
S
/
¯Ì©1k13SYÍ©4
/
4W
for any Ç C W}}?}WkÇ ò #LU EWHæt4 .
(C) Power Regular Baxter Weights. Figure 8.5 of [36] (which shows zeros for @/(fl
1¼Rþc4
g) ) suggests that if
Ê
ú+ and R
@
@G/ffi  sufficiently fast, then one has a
strictly clock result. By [4], all zeros approach Éff , and we believe that if their phases are
EÐ	Ç-CoÇHffi?}ÇH/§nqHæ and ÇH/FBDC0flÇ-C¤Hæ , then pars i ' R9U Ç i BDCfiAÐÇ i X}AÅHæ®'° .
(D) Slow Power Decay. Figures 8.6 and 8.7 of [36] (which show @G/VflÞ1RI-4 g8Ca`b and
1¼R¿c-4
g8Ca`
[
) were shown by Ed Saff at a conference as a warning that pictures can
be misleading because they suggest there is a gap in the spectrum while we know that
the Mhaskar-Saff theorem applies! In fact, I take their prediction of the gap seriously
and suggest if 1¼R-4
@
@
/
 fast enough for
Ê
nÎ+ , then we have clock behavior
away from Ç¦flÀE , that is, if Ç l is fixed and Ç i WaÇ i BDC are the nearest zeros to Ç l , then
R91¼Ç
i
BDC
AþÇ
i
49 Hæ , but that there is a single zero near ÇóflIE with the next nearby zero
Ç-Ï obeying R®' ÇÏ'-° .
(C) and (D) present interesting open problems.
5. Clock Theorems for POPs in Baxter’s Class. In this section, we will prove Theo-
rem 4.1.
LEMMA 5.1. If (4.1) holds, then
(5.1) pars
p:rŁs
"D
D
D
D
x"y|{Y6/*g2C-1x"y|{?4
6
 
/*g2C
1x
y|{
4
A
x"y
/
{ &13x
y|{
4
g2C
&1x
y|{
4
g2C
D
D
D
D
E
as R&° .
REMARK 5.2. 1. Recall 6 u
@
v
/
flK.
u
@
v
/
<=>?.
/*g8C
> , that is,
(5.2) 6 u
@
v
/
flI!6/*g8CA
J
Ê
6
 
/Mg2C

2. Implicit here is the fact that _1!*4 dened initially on ff has a continuous extension to
J
ff .
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Proof. Baxter’s theorem (see [36, Theorem 5.2.2]) says that &13!54 lies in the Wiener alge-
bra and, in particular, has a (unique) continuous extension to Jff , and that 6
 
/Mg2C
13!549ú&1!*4
g8C
uniformly on Jff and, in particular, uniformly on fiff . (5.2) plus 6 /*g8C 13xzy|{z49flx"y u^/*g2C
v
{ 6
 
/Mg2C
13x
y\{
4
completes the proof.
Since  is nonvanishing on Jff (see [36, Theorem 5.2.2]), the argument principle implies
&13xzy|{z4flÓ' &13xzy|{z4}' xzyŁ
u
{
v
with  continuous and 13Fæt4fl1E54 . We will suppose o13E4©#
1OA0æ7Wkæ)X .
LEMMA 5.3. For each R and each È¤#VU 3o1E54Wbo13E4M&Fæt4 , there are solutions, Ç u^/
v
i
~
v
x , of
(5.3) R ÇT¯3o1 Ç*49flIFæ=wo

È)W
for wÐflE=W}+-W?}?YWaRA	+ . We have that
(5.4) par=s
v
x
~
ikj2l
~ C~ }~dcdcdc ~ /*g2C
R
D
D
D
D
Ç
u^/
v
i
BGC~
v
x
A Ç
u^/
v
i
~
v
x
A
Hæ
R
D
D
D
D
E=W
where Ç u\/
v
/*~
v
x
ŁFæ$

Ç
u^/
v
l
~
v
x . Moreover, for any ­ , there is an  so for RL	 ,
(5.5) pkrs

x
g
xo

*fi

R®'

Ç
u^/
v
i
~
v
x
A

Ç
u^/
v
i
~
v
x

'*¦­M
Proof. As Ç runs from E to Fæ , the LHS of (5.3) runs from b1E4 to Fæ2Rqb1E4 . By
continuity, (5.3) has solutions. If there are multiple ones, pick the one with

Ç
u^/
v
i
~
v
x as small as
possible.
Since  is bounded, there is  so
D
D
D
D

Ç
u^/
v
i
~
v
x
A
Hæ=w
R
D
D
D
D


R
W
so subtracting (5.3) for w+ from (5.3) for w ,
(5.6)
D
D
D
D
Ç
u\/
v
i
BDC~
v
x
AÇ
u^/
v
i
~
v
x
A
Fæ
R
D
D
D
D


R
]Åðb2

{
g
{

 l
Ö
y
' o1¼Ç547A(o1¼Ç
Ï
4?' 
Since  is continuous on U EWHæ)X , it is uniformly continuous, and thus the max in (5.6) goes to
zero, which implies (5.4).
To prove (5.5), we note that subtracting (5.3) for

È from (5.3) for

ÈMÏ ,
(5.7) R®' Ç
u\/
v
i
~
v
x
A

Ç
u\/
v
i
~
v
x

'*c'

ÈÐA

È
Ï
'}	=' o1

Ç
u^/
v
i
~
v
x
4GA(o1

Ç
u^/
v
i
~
v
x

4}'±
The inequality (5.7) first implies
'

Ç
u^/
v
i
~
v
x
A

Ç
u^/
v
i
~
v
x

'M

R
W
and then implies (5.5) picking  so
par=s

{
g
{

 

y
' 1¼Ç47A)1¼Ç
Ï
4}'n
­
Ü

REMARK 5.4. The proof shows that (5.5) continues to hold for any solutions of (5.3).
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Proof. [Proof of Theorem 4.1] The phase,  / 1¼Ç4 , of !56 /*g8C <H6  
/*g8C
D
D

jqp rts is monotone
increasing and runs from  / 13E4 to Fæ2RLfl / 1E4 at ÇÅfl(Hæ (see Step 4.1 in Section 3 for the
monotonicity), so for any fixed
Ê
/Åflx
g
y
xzy
with È-/#¿U /t1E4YW}/t1E48	Hæt4 , there are exactly
R solutions, Ç
u\/
v
i , wÐflEW?+-W?}}}WaRA	+ of
 / 1¼Ç
u\/
v
i
49flffiHæ=wo¦È / 
By (5.1), Ç
u^/
v
i solves (5.3) with
È
Ï
AþÈ / úE
as R:° . By the remark after Lemma 5.3, that shows that (4.2) holds.
I believe this result has an extension to a borderline where @ / flffi l R g8C  error, where
the error goes to zero sufficiently fast 1 î C error may suffice; for applications, ' error 'MqR gfi
is all that is needed). The extension is on zeros away from Ç	fl E . I believe in this case
that  has an extension to fiff®Ò55+F, (see [37, Section 12.1]) and one has convergence there.
Replacing uniformity should be some control of derivatives of 6
 
/
(an Ì©1¼Rt4 bound). By
the Szego˝ mapping (see [37, Section 13.1]), this would provide another approach to Jacobi
polynomials.
6. Clock Theorems for OPRL With Bargmann Bounds. Our goal here is to prove
Theorem 4.2 which shows clock behavior for OPUC when (4.4) holds. It is illuminating to
consider two simple examples first:
EXAMPLE 6.1. Take ç*/ÅŁc+ , S/ÅŁE . Then
NG/81Ø,Y²5p*Ç4®fl

/
pk[Łt1a1R$+z4OÇ4
pk[tD1¼Ç4
W
the Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind. The zeros are precisely at
Ç
i
fl
æ=w
R$+
wófl +-WMW}?}YWkR7
Note
(6.1) Ç i BGC AþÇ i fl
æ
R$+
fl
æ
R
¯Ì

+
R


W
for wÐflc+-W?}?YWaRA	+ . In addition,
(6.2) Ç-CTfl
æ
R
¯Ì

+
R

 æALÇH/©fl
æ
R
¯Ì

+
R

f
EXAMPLE 6.2. Take çC0fl  , ç*/Åflc+ ( Rþq ), SY/ÐflIE . Then
NG/8138,Y²p*Ç54®fl

/,}²p?1¼R2Ç4YW
the Chebyshev polynomials of the rst kind. The zeros are precisely at
Ç
i
fl
æ91\wfA
C

4
R
wÐflc+W}}?YWaR7
The identities (6.1) hold in this case also but instead of (6.2), we have
Ç
C
fl
æ
HR
¯Ì

+
R


æALÇ
/
fl
æ
HR
¯Ì

+
R



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We will make heavy use of the construction of the Jost function in this case. For Jacobi
matrices, Jost functions go back to a variety of papers of Case and collaborators; see, for
example, [6, 15]. I will follow ideas of Killip-Simon [20] and Damanik-Simon [7, 8], as
discussed in [37, Chapter 13].
First, we note some basic facts about the zeros of N/t1$fi4 , some only true when (4.4)
holds.
PROPOSITION 6.3. Let  be a measure on 9 whose Jacobi parameters obey (4.4). Then
(a) pkrsst13-t4Vfl U^ATMWbHXtF Bi , 

ikj
C
Q
g
i
,

Õ
ikj
C
with  g
C
n ?}Ðn 
g

Õ
n AT and

B
C

B

K}?-
B


 .
(b)  B n and  g n .
(c) For any R , N / 1$)4 has at most one zero in each 1Z gi W# gi
BDC
4 (w_fl¥+-W?}?}Wk g ), in each
1
B
i
BDC
W#
B
i
4 (wfl +W}?}YWbB ), and in 1Z g

Õ
W}AT4 and 13W# B


4 .
(d) For some  l and RK  l , NG/21$fi4 has exactly one zero in each of the above intervals
and all other zeros lie in 1aATMWb4 .
Proof. (a) holds because if  l is the free Jacobi matrix (the one with çM/&Ł+ , SY/:Ł;E ),
then ¤A- l is compact.
(b) This follows from the Bargmann bound for Jacobi matrices as proven by Geronimo
[13, 14] and Hundertmark-Simon [17].
(c) That there is at most one zero in any interval disjoint from par=ssD13-t4 is a standard
fact [12].
(d) By a simple variational argument, using the trial functions in (1.2.61) of [36], each
¢¡
i is a limit point of zeros. This and (c) imply that each interval has a zero for large  .
By a comparison argument, the  i ’s cannot be zeros for such R and also shows that £ are
not zeros. Since all zeros lie in U  g
C
W#
B
C
X (see [36, Subsection 1.2.5]), the other zeros lie in
U^ATMWbHX .
REMARK 6.4. It is possible óB and/or $g are zero, in which case the above proof
changes slightly, for example,  g
C
is replaced by AT .
Next, we use the fact (see [37, Theorem 13.6.5]) that when (4.4) holds, there is a Jost
function, _1!*4 , described most simply in the variable ! with  flÙ!! g2C ( !&#Vff maps to
%9ÒMU^ATMW"X and fiff is a twofold cover on U^ATMWbHX with xHy|{Tú,}²p*Ç ).
PROPOSITION 6.5. Let - be a measure on 9 whose Jacobi parameters obey (4.4).
There exists a function _G13!54 on Jff , analytic on ff , continuous on Jff , and real on Jff&¤¢9 , so that
(a) Uniformly on U E=WbHæ)X ,
(6.3) 1pk[t0Ç54=fi/*g2C-138,Y²p*Ç54A)¥]:1 _1x
y|{
4x
y
/
{
49E
(b) The only zeros _ has in ff are at those points
Ê
¡
i
#ff with
Ê
¡
i
I1
Ê
¡
i
4
g2C
fl¦¢¡
i
.
(c) The only possible zeros of _ and fiff are at !fl§£ó+ , and if _1^£ó+"49flE , then Z\[\]
{
d
l
Ç
g8C
_1^£x"y|{}49fl

exists and is nonzero.
Proof. This is part of Theorems 13.6.4 and 13.6.5 of [37].
Proof. [Proof of Theorem 4.2] Write
_G13x
y|{
49fl;' _G13x
y\{
4}' x
y
x
u
{
v
Mod Fæ , È is uniquely defined on 1E=Waæt4 and 1¼æ7WHæt4 since _ is nonvanishing there.
Suppose first that _G1w£ó+z4TâflE . Then È can be chosen continuously at £ó+ and so È can be
chosen continuously on U E=WbHæ)X with
È)1ØHæt4ALÈ21E54®flFæ91B&¯ÅgD4YW
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by the argument principle and the fact that the number of zeros of _ in ff is  B ¦ g .
It follows that if
(6.4)  / 1¼Ç4flR2ÇALÈ)1Ç4
then
 / 1ØHæt49flffiHæ91R¤A¿ B A¿ g 4W
and, in particular,
¥]&1 _1x
y\{
4Mx
y
/
{
4
has at least =1¼RALóBþAL$gG4 zeros at points where Ç i
(6.5) -/21 Ç i 49flæ=w wóflIEW?+-W}?}W1¼RA¿BLAL$gD4A+-
Since _ is real,
Ç
Yu^/Mg


g

Õ
v
g
i
flFæAÇ
i
and Ç l flE , Ç /*g

)g

Õ
flæ .
By the boundedness of È , (6.4), and (6.5),
(6.6) Ç i BDC0AÇ i fl
æ
R
¯ý

+
R

uniformly in w .
By (6.3), pk[tD1¼Ç4É/*g8CF1Ø,Y²5p*Ç4 , Ç #ÀU EWHæ)X has at least R¦AIóBIAIÅg¦ + zeros on
U E=Waæ)X at points Ç i with Ç i A¨Ç i flÙýM1O+H<"Rt4 . Since E and æ are zeros of pk[t0Ç and for large R ,

/*g8C
1Ø,Y²5p*Ç4 only has R¿Aq B Aq g AK+ zeros on 1E=Waæt4 , zÇ i , are the only zeros. (6.6)
implies (4.5) and also
Ç-C0fl
æ
R
	Ì

+
R
 Ç"/Mg


g

Õ
g2C0flæA
æ
R
¯Ì

+
R
f
Next, we turn to the case where _ vanishes as ó+ and/or A+ . Suppose that _1O+"4flÎE ,
_G1aA+z4âfl E . By (a) of Proposition 6.5 and the reality of _ (i.e., _1x
y|{
4Ñfl_G13x
g
y|{?4 ), we have
that _G13x"y\{z49flÝ  ÇT¯ýM1¼Ç4 where  âflIE , so
È21E54®fl©£
æ

È21ØHæt4®flª
æ

1 mod Hæt4Y
By the argument principle taking into account the zero at !Ðflc+ ,
È213Fæt4ALÈ)13E4®flIHæ913B&¦$g¤
C

4
As in the regular case, (6.6) holds, but in place of (6.3),
Ç
C
fl
æ
FR
	Ì

+
R

Ç
/*g

fig

Õ
g2C
flæA
æ
R
¯Ì

+
R


The other cases are similar.
To summarize, we use a definition.
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DEFINITION 6.6. We say  has a resonance at  if and only if _1O+z4Lfl E and a
resonance at AT if _G1aA+z47flIE .
THEOREM 6.7. Let (4.4) hold. Let Ç u^/
v
i be the points where N/213,}²pMÇ54®flE , EÐnÇ u^/
v
C
n
}?nÇ
u^/
v
/Mg

 g

Õ
n¯æ . Then
Ç
u^/
v
C
fl
æ
R
	Ì

+
R


if  is not a resonance and
Ç
u^/
v
C
fl
æ
HR
¯Ì

+
R


if  is a resonance. Similar results hold for Ç u\/
v
/*g

 g

Õ
with regard to a resonance at AT .
7. Clock Theorems for Jacobi Polynomials. The Jacobi polynomials,
N
u
B
~
@
v
/
1$)4 , are defined [31, 40] to be orthogonal for the weight
«
1$)4fl;1O+0A($fi4
B
1a+¬$)4
@
on U±A+W}+}X where @W
Ê
 A+ (to insure integrability of the weight). The N7/ ’s are normalized
by
N
u
B
~
@
v
/
1a+z49fl
U ­
/*g8C
ikj2l
1O+¯@&A:w*4÷X
R
ø

They are neither monic nor orthonormal, but it is known ([40, Eqns. (4.3.2) and (4.3.3)]) that
N
u
B
~
@
v
/
1$)4 differ from the normalized polynomials by 1¼R¤+z4 Ca`b 
u
B
~
@
v
/ with EÐn	[Ł¯®/ 
u
B
~
@
v
/

pkrs
/

u
B
~
@
v
/
n¥ (not uniform in @®W
Ê
), and  / N
u
B
~
@
v
/
1Z$fi4 have leading term 
u
B
~
@
v
/ with a
similar estimate to  / .
Our goal in this section is to prove
THEOREM 7.1. Fix @W
Ê
. Let Ç
u^/
v
i , wófl(+-WMW?}}WkR , be dened by
E©n	Ç
u\/
v
C
nK}?n¯Ç
u^/
v
/
n¯æ
and $ u\/
v
i
flI,}²p}1Ç
u^/
v
i
4 are all the zeros of N u
B
~
@
v
/
1Z$fi4 . Then for each ­óE ,
(7.1) pkrs
iz°
{
å¯± ~ Æ*gC\²
R
D
D
D
D
Ç
u^/
v
i
BDC
AþÇ
u\/
v
i
A
æ
R
D
D
D
D
úE
as R« .
REMARK 7.2. 1. It is not hard to see that Ç i #¦U ­MWaæ:AL­"X can be replaced by Â"RVn¯w¤n
1O+0A¿ÂF4R for each ÂóE .
2. For restricted values of @®W Ê , this result is a special case of results of Erd¤os-Turan
[11]. Szeg

o [40] has bounds of the form
R
g8C
n	Ç
u\/
v
i
BDC
ALÇ
u^/
v
i
nÅR
g2C
with Wk ­ -dependent. I have not found (7.1), but the proof depends on such well-known
results in such a simple way that I’m sure it must be known!
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Proof. We will depend on two classical results. The first is Darboux’s formula ([40,
Theorem 8.21.8]) for the large R asymptotics of N
u
B
~
@
v
/ :
(7.2) N / 1Z,}²pMÇ54®flqR g8Ca`b Q81¼Ç4 g2Ck`k ,Y²5p}1¼R2ÇoVß71¼Ç4k4t¯Ì©1R g`b 4YW
where
Q21Ç4®flæ
g
Ö

pk[t

Ç


g
B
g
Ö

,Y²5p

Ç


g
@
g
Ö

W
ß1Ç4®fl
C

1@:
Ê
+z4OÇA13@
C

4
Æ

W
and where the Ì©1¼R g`b 4 is uniform in ÇV# U ­MWaæþA¦­"X for each fixed ­þ E and fixed @W
Ê
.
(7.2) is just pointwise Szego˝-Jost asymptotics on U^A+-W}+}X with explicit phase ( Q is determined
by the requirement that Q21Ç4 « 1Z,Y²5p=Ç54Ofi1Z,Y²5pÇ4 must be a multiple of -Ç ).
The second formula we need ([31, Eqn. (13.8.4)]) is
(7.3)

 $
N
u
B
~
@
v
/
1$)4®fl
C

1O+¯@
Ê
VRt4aN
u
B
BDC~
@
BDC
v
/Mg2C
1Z$fi4YW
which is a simple consequence of the Rodrigues formula.
Fix Ç l . Define Ç u^/
v
by
Ç
u\/
v
fl
Hæ
R
õ
R2Ç
l
Fæ
ù
W
where U X2fl integral part of  . Then Ç u^/
v
	Ç
l
n	Ç
u\/
v

bÆ
/
and R2Ç u\/
v
#&Fæ1u . Define
à
/
1ZM4flqR
Ck`k
N
u
B
~
@
v
/

,Y²5p

Ç
u^/
v


R
N

Then (7.2) implies that uniformly in Ç l #qU ­MWkæ:Aþ­"X and &#qU±A´³W#³X (any ­§KE , ³¥nK ),
we have as R:° ,
àH/21ZM49°Q21¼Ç
l
4
g2Ck`b
,Y²5p}1ZVß1Ç
l
4a4Y
Moreover, by (7.3), à Ï
/
14 converges uniformly to a continuous limit. Standard functional
analysis (essentially the fundamental theorem of calculus!) says that if à / Ëà e and à)Ï
/


e uniformly for  C functions à / , then  e flffià)Ï
e
. Thus
à
Ï
/
149 ATQ81¼Ç
l
4
g2Ck`k
pa[Łt1ZVß1Ç
l
4a4
In particular, since Q21¼Ç l 4 is bounded above and below on U^A­MWaæLA¯­"X , we see that for
@®W
Ê
WO­MW}³ fixed, there are  C W  E and  , so for all Ç l #¿U ­MWkæ¤A_­zX , '  i '*n³ for wóflc+Wb ,
and R_q , we have
(7.4) ' 5CA(-'Mn	æ7W ' àH/21 i 4}'*n0C´ ' àH/215C}4GA¦àH/)1-"4}'*-1Z5CA(-?4Y
In the usual way (7.4) implies that for R large, there is at most one solution of à / 14®flE
within æ of another solution. Since (7.2) implies existence, we can pinpoint the zeros of N /
in U ­MWaæ§A­zX as single points near  Æ
b/

i
Æ
/
Aß1
Æ
k/

i
Æ
/
4fiVýM1
C
/
4, . From this, (7.1) follows.
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8. Asymptotics Away From the Critical Region. This is the first of several sections
which focus on proving Theorem 4.4. The key will be asymptotics of 6 / 1!*4 in the region
near ' !)'-flKS . In this section, for background, we discuss asymptotics away from ' !)'flffiS . We
start with ' !fi'7 S . The first part of the following is a translation of results of Nevai-Totik
[28] from asymptotics of 6
 
/
to 6/ :
THEOREM 8.1. If (1.5) holds for E§nISfn + , then  is analytic in "!¤')' !fi'=nffiS g2C , and
for ' !)'5qS ,
(8.1) Z^[\]
/dfe
!
g)/
6G/213!549fl &1a+"<fiJ!4
g8C
W
and (8.1) holds uniformly in any region ' !)'ÑÓSTI­ with ­ÞE . Indeed, on any region
z!$'-SV­ónc' !)'*K+F, ,
(8.2) ' 6 / 13!54GA &1a+"<fiJ!54
g8C
!
/
'*q 

S
­


/

REMARK 8.2. The point of (8.2) is that the error in (8.1) is approximately Ì©13S / <=' !)' / 4 ,
which is exponentially small if ' !)'ÉKS®¯­ . It is remarkable that we get exponentially small
errors with only (1.5).
Proof. By step (2) in the proof of Theorem 1.1,
(8.3) ' 6
 
/FBDC
1!*4GAL6
 
/
1!*4}'M



U ]Åðb2 1O+-W"' !)' 4÷X
/
D
D
D
D
S7
­

D
D
D
D
/

As noted there, this implies (1.8) which, using
(8.4) 67/21!*49fl! / 6
 
/
1a+"<fiJ!54
implies (8.1). The bound (8.3) then implies
' 6
 
/
13!54GA¿&13!54
g2C
'Mqfi-U ]Åðb2 1O+-W"' !)' 4÷X
/
D
D
D
D
S7
­

D
D
D
D
/
if ' !fi'^13S7 

40nI+ , and this yields (8.2) after using (8.4).
REMARK 8.3. The restriction ' !)'7 + for (8.2) comes from ' !fi'9À+ in (1.7). But, by
Theorem 8.1, (1.7) holds if ' !)'MS , and so we can conclude (8.2) in any region z!§'5S9¦­Ðn
' !fi'5nS
g2C
Aþ­*, . By the maximum principle, we have that
pkrs


 
£ØB%
' S7¿­='
gfi/
' ./21!*4}'*nW
which, plugged into the machine in (8.2), implies for ' !)'*qS g8C Aþ­ , we have
' 6/21!*4A &1O+H<fiJ!-4
g2C
!
/
'*fi' !fi'
/

S7
­


/
W
which is exponentially small compared to ' !fi' / .
Barrios-Lo´pez-Saff [4] proved that ratio asymptotics (1.10) implies that
6/FBDC-1!*4k<F6G/)13!540 S for ' !fi'ÉnffiS , thereby also proving there are no zeros of 69/ in each disk
z!')' !)'nIS0Aþ­*, if R is large (see also [37, Section 9.1]). Here we will get a stronger result
from a stronger hypothesis:
THEOREM 8.4. Suppose that
S
gfi/
@G/$ú¡âflIE
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as R&° . Then for any ' !)'5nqS ,
(8.5) S gfi/ 6/21!*49 JÅ13!AVSY4 g8C &13!54 g2C 
Moreover, if BLS asymptotics (1.11) holds, then in each region "!$'' !)'5nS®Aþ­*, ,
(8.6) ' S g)/ 6 / 1!*4A J©13!AVSY4 g8C &13!54 g2C 'Mq CµÍ / W
for some Í¡nK+ .
REMARK 8.5. In [34], we will prove a variant of this result that only needs ratio asymp-
totics as an assumption.
Proof. Define
_ / 13!547flI6 / 1!*4aS
g)/ ¶
/ flcA¤J@ / S
gfi/Mg2C

Then, Szego˝ recursion says
(8.7) _ /FBDC fl

!
S

_
/

¶
/
6
 
/
1!*4
Iterating, we see that
(8.8) _)/Ðfl
/
h
ikj
C
¶
/*g
i
6
 
/*g
i
13!54

!
S

i
g8C


!
S

/
_
l

Since ¶ òffi A JS g8C , 6
 
ò

g2C , and ' !)' <-SÑnK+ , (8.8) implies _)/ has a limit _2e . (8.7)
then implies
Sz_2eÙflI! _)e;A
J
_1!*4
g2C
W
which implies (8.5).
If (1.11) holds, then
(8.9) ¶ /óA ¶ e¡flffiÌ©13Í / 4Y
Moreover, Szego˝ recursion for .
 
/
implies if ' !)'*nI+ ,
' .
 
/-BDC
A¦.
 
/
'*q
C
S
/
' è
g2C
/
A	+*' W
and then since ' è g8C
/
A	+*'*0C' @G/8' if ' @D/8'*n C
ã
, ' 6
 
/FBGC
AL6
 
/
'Mq?S
/ , and so
(8.10) ' !)'*K+´ ' 6
 
/
1!*4GAL&13!54
g2C
'*qzS
/
W
(8.8), (8.9), and (8.10) imply (8.6) with ÍÙfl]Åðb2 13Í¤WbS}4 .
9. Asymptotics in the Critical Region. The key result in controlling the zeros when
the BLS condition holds is
THEOREM 9.1. Let the BLS condition (1.11) hold for a sequence, z@ / , e
/
j2l , of Verblun-
sky coefcients and some SV# 13EW?+z4 and Ë# % . Then there exist  , Í C , and Í  with
EÐnqÍ
C
nqÍ

nI+ so that if
(9.1) SYÍÐn ' !fi'5nSYÍ g2C

W
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then
(9.2) ' 6/213!547A &1a+"<)J!-4
g8C
!
/
A
J
Å1!fA¿SY4
g2C
&1!*4
g8C
S
/
'*&13S}Í©C?4
/

REMARK 9.2. 1. Implicit in (9.2) is that &1O+H<fiJ!54
g8C
has an analytic continuation (except
at !Åfl S ; see Remark 2 in the following) to the region (9.1), that is, &1!*4 g2C has an analytic
continuation to "!$'' !fi'5nS g2C Í g8C

, except for !flffiS g8C .
2. Since 6/t1!*4 is analytic at !ffifl S and &13SY4 g2C âfl«E , the poles in &1a+"<)J!-4
g2C
and
&13!54b<M1!AVSY4
g2C
must cancel, that is, (1.4) must hold.
3. In this way, Theorem 9.1 includes a new proof of one direction of Theorem 1.2, that
is, that the BLS condition implies that _1!*4 g2C is meromorphic in "!©'É' !)'5nS g2C Í g2C

, with a
pole only at !flffiS g8C with (1.4).
4. The condition Í C n¡Í  implies that the error Ì©1a1ØSYÍ C 4 / 4 is exponentially smaller
than both ! / and S / in the region where (9.1) holds.
We will prove (9.2) by considering the second-order equation obeyed by 6 / for R so
large that @ /*g2C âflE (see [36, Eqn. (1.5.47)]):
(9.3) 6 /FBDC flè g8C
/

!o
J@D/
J@G/*g2C

6
/
A
J@D/
J@G/*g2C
è*/*g8C
è*/
!6
/*g8C
(the only other applications I know of this formula are in [4] and Mazel et al. [23]). By (1.11)
which implies è*/Åfl(+¯Ì©1ØS k/ 4 and J@G/É<tJ@G/*g8CflffiS7¯Ì©1ØÍ / 4 , we have
è
g2C
/

!T
J@D/
J@
/*g2C

fl!T	S7¯Ì©1ØS
b/
¯Í
/
4W(9.4)

J@
/
J@G/*g8C

è
/*g8C
è5/
!flISY!T¯Ì©1ØS
k/
	Í
/
4(9.5)
In [34], we will analyze this critical region by an alternate method that, instead of an-
alyzing (9.3) as a second-order homogeneous difference equations, analyzes the more usual
Szego˝ recursion as a first-order inhomogeneous equation.
We thus study the pair of difference equations:
_fi/-BDC0flè
g2C
/

!T
J@
/
J@D/*g8C
N_fi/óA
J@
/
J@G/*g8C
è
/Mg2C
è*/
! _fi/Mg2C(9.6)
and
_
u
lbv
/-BDC
fl(13!o	SY4:_
u
lv
/
AVS! _
u
lv
/*g8C
(9.7)
expanding solutions of _2/ in terms of solutions of _
u
lbv
/ .
Two solutions of (9.7) are S / and ! / (since $  A1!fqSY4\$ÅqS! is solved by $LflÙS"Wk! ).
These are linearly independent if Sfâfl! but not at Sfl! , so it is better to define
$fi/Åfl!
/
-/©fl
!
/
AVS
/
!AVS
with / interpreted as RtS /*g8C at !ÐflS .
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We rewrite (9.7) as

_
u
lv
/FBDC
_
u
lv
/
IflI·
u
lv

_
u
lv
/
_
u
lbv
/*g2C
fW
with
·
u
lv
fl

!o	S ATS!
+ E
 W
and (9.6) as
(9.8)

_)/FBDC
_ /
fl(1·
u
lv
¦Â3·¦/4

_fi/
_ /*g2C
fW
where Â3·¦/ is affine in ! and, by (9.4)/(9.5), obeys
(9.9) >YÂ3· / >oq©1a+I' !)' 4}13S b/ ¯Í / 4
Now we use variation of parameters, that is, we define  / Wb / by
_
/
fl

/
$
/
¯
/

/
W(9.10)
_fi/Mg2C0fl

/l$
/*g8C
¯/l
/*g8C
W(9.11)
or 1_)/l_fi/Mg2C4
W
fl§H/21

/M/4
W
where
(9.12) Hf/Åfl

$
/

/
$
/*g2C

/*g8C
V
Since ·M¸Y¹"1H/É49fl AÑ! /*g2C S /*g2C , we have
(9.13) H g8C
/FBGC
fl AÑ!
gfi/
S
gfi/


/
Aa
/FBGC
Aa$
/
$
/FBDC


Since $É/ and / solve (9.7),
H
g2C
/FBDC
·
u
lbv
Hf/©fl¹¸=
Moreover, since
' $É/8'K' !fi'
/
' -/8'*¯R ]©ð32)1b' !)'±Wz' SF' 4
/
W
(9.9), (9.12), and (9.13) imply that
ÂCº·
/
Ł§H
g2C
/FBDC
Â3·
/
H
/
obeys
>YÂCº·
/
>o
/
õ
]Åðb281b' !)' W"' S-' 4
]©[tG1k' !fi'±Wz' SF' 4
ù
/
1a+I' !fi' 4Y1ØS
b/
	Í
/
4
In particular, in the region (9.1),
>YÂ
º
·V/2>qÍ
b/
C
W
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if we take Í C fl Í 

and Í  n¡+ is picked so that ]Åðb2 13S  WÍ©4n;Í  . Since, in the region
(9.1),
' !
/
'*K' SF'
/
Í
g)/

W
we have that
(9.14) R9U|' !fi' / I' SF' / X>}ÂCº·V/2>©1ØSYÍÅC}4 / 
We thus have the tools to prove the main input needed for Theorem 9.1:
PROPOSITION 9.3. There exist E¿n Í$C¤n¡ÍÐn+ and  so that for ! in the region
(9.1), there are two solutions _ B
/
13!54 and _ g
/
1!*4 of (9.6) for Rþq with
(i)
(9.15) ' _ B
/
A($
/
'FAq' _
g
/
A(
/
'*qÅCF13SYÍÅC}4
/

(ii) _
¡
/
1!*4 are analytic in the region (9.1).
(iii) 1Z_
¡
/FBGC
W
_
¡
/
4
W
are independent for B and g for RL .
Proof. If _)/ is related to  /)Wk5/ by (9.10)/(9.11), then (9.6) is equivalent to (9.8) and then
to


/-BDC
5/FBDC

fl(1a+¦ÂCº·
/
4


/
5/


By (9.14) and the fact that Âº· / is analytic in the region (9.2), we see
e
/
1!*49fl
e

ikj
/
1O+¯ÂCº·
/
1!*4a4
exists, is analytic in ! (in the region (9.1)), and invertible for all ! in the region and R	c
sufficiently large.
Define


B
/

B
/
Ifl
e
/21!*4
g8C

+
E

and  g
/
Wb
g
/
by the same formula with
ê
C
l
í replaced by
ê
l
C
í and then _
¡
/
by (9.10). Analyticity
of _ is immediate from the analyticity of
e
/
1!*4 and (9.15) follows from (9.14).
Independence follows from the invertibility of
e
/
1!*4
g8C .
Proof. [Proof of Theorem 9.1] By the independence, we can write
16

BDC
13!54YWk6

1!*4a49flffià
C
1!*4Y1Z_
B

BDC
1!*4W#_
B

1!*4a4t	à

13!54}1_
g

BDC
1!*4W#_
g

1!*4a4YW
where à-CHWbàH are analytic in the region (9.1) since 6 and _
¡
are. By the fact that 6W
_
¡
obey
(9.6), we have for all RL that
(9.16) 6/813!547flffià-CH13!54\_ B
/
13!54t	àH1!*4:_
g
/
1!*4
Suppose first ' !)'*nS in the region (9.1). Then, since S gfi/ ' !fi' / E , (9.15) implies that as
R&° ,
S
g)/
_
B
/
E S
gfi/
_
g
/
ËA
+
!A¿S

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We conclude, by (8.5), that in that region,
àH-13!547fl(A
J
&1!*4
g8C
W
so, by analyticity, this holds in all of the region (9.1).
Next, suppose ' !fi'5S , so ' !fi' gfi/ S / E . (9.15) implies that as R&° ,
!
gfi/
_
B
/
 + !
g)/
_
g
/

+
!AVS

By (8.1), we conclude that
(9.17) àCH1!*4t	àH-13!54}1!AVSY4 g8C fl _1O+"<)J!4
g2C

Again, by analyticity, this holds in all of the region (9.1) except !óflS . It follows that _1!*4 g2C
has a pole at S g2C and otherwise is analytic in "!$'' !fi'5nS g8C Í g2C

, . (9.17) also determines the
residue to be given by (1.12).
Equation (9.16) becomes
6/813!549fl(U &1a+"<fiJ!54
g8C

J
©13!AVSY4
g8C
&13!54
g2C
X»_
B
/
1!*4GA
J
&13!54
g2C
_
g
/
13!54Y
Then (9.2) follows from this result, boundedness of à C Wbà  , and (9.15).
10. Asymptotics of the Nevai-Totik Zeros. In this section, we prove Theorems 4.6 and
4.8. They will be simple consequences of Theorems 8.1 and 9.1.
Proof. [Proof of Theorem 4.6] If &1a+"<)J!4 g8C has a zero of order exactly Q , at ! l there is
some  C 	E and ÂqE so that
(10.1) ' !AL! l '*nqÂ¼ ' &1a+"<fiJ!54}'*0C-' !A¿! l '
»

For R large, Hurwitz’s theorem implies ' !F/A¿! l '*nÂ . By (8.2) and (10.1), we have
0C' !"/óAL!
l
'
»
q
á
!
gfi/
/

S7



/
for small  and R large. Picking  so ! g2Cl 13S7 á

4nffi+ , we see
' !
/
AL!
l
'
»


x
gfi
»
a/
W
for some ­óqE . This implies (4.9) for R large.
Proof. [Proof of Theorem 4.8] Pick Í  to be given by Proposition 9.3. Define H$1!*4 near
!
l by
1!
/
A¿!
l
4
»
H$1!*4fl &1a+"<fiJ!4
g8C
W
so H$1! l 4âflE and H is analytic near ! l . 6/81!"/49flIE and (9.2) implies
(10.2) 13!"/óAL! l 4
»
HÅ13!z/49flffi©1!"/ÐAVSY4
g8C
&13!z/4
g2C
S
/
!
/
/
¯Ì

13SYÍÅCY4
/
!
/
/
f
By Theorem 4.6, !"/ÐA¿! l flffiÌ©1x gCk/ 4 so (10.2) becomes
(10.3) 13! / AL! l 4 » flI C
S
/
!
/
l
¯Ì

13SYÍÅCY4
/
!
/
l

¯Ì

S
/
!
/
l
x
gCa/

since J$1!"/®AÅSY4 g2C &13!"/4 g2C HÅ13!z/M4 g2C can be replaced by its value at ! l plus an Ì©1x ga/ 4 error.
(10.3) implies (4.10).
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11. Zeros Near Regular Points. We call a point ! with ' !fi'-flffiS singular if either !óflffiS
or _1O+"<)J!4 g2C flÙE . Regular points are all not singular points on "!_'t' !)'=fl Sz, . There are at
most a finite number of singular points. In this section, we will analyze zeros of 6®/t1!*4 near
regular points. In the next section, we will analyze the neighborhood of singular points.
We will use Rouche´’s theorem to reduce zeros of 69/21!*4 to zeros of 13!*<-SY4 / AG)13! l SY4 ( 
defined in (11.1)) for !A¿! l S small. Suppose S! l with ! l #fiff is a regular point. Define
(11.1) )13!549fl
J
 &1a+"<fiJ!54
&13!54}13SAL!*4
W
which is regular and nonvanishing at ! l , so
213S!
l
49flIç*x
yŁ
with ç§E and #LU EWHæt4 . Pick ÂónSYÍ g8C

so that
(11.2) ' !AVS! l '*n	Â½ ' 21!*4tA)213S! l 4?'*n
ç
Ü

Define
;
u^/
v
C
1!*49fl

!
S

/
A))13!
l
SY4W
;
u^/
v

1!*49fl

!
S

/
A))13!54YW
;
u^/
v

1!*49fl
6/813!54 &1O+H<fiJ!-4
S
/

Theorem 9.1 implies that
(11.3) ' !AVS! l '*n	Â½ ' ;
u\/
v

1!*4AG;
u^/
v

13!54?'*	©zÍ
/
C

THEOREM 11.1. Let ! l be a regular point and ÂnÀSYÍ g8C

so that (11.2) holds. Let
wHCo¿wz be integers with ' w
»
'*nffi1RA	+"4OÂ-<F . Let
~}/Åfl¾G!
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
' !fi'
S
A	+
D
D
D
D
n
Â
-S
WðFñb³

!
!
l

#


R

Hæ=wHC
R
A
æ
R
W

R

Hæ=wz
R

æ
R
À¿
Then for R large, ~ / has exactly 1\w  A:w C 4t+ zeros z! u^/
v
Ã
,
i

g
i
Ö
BDC
Ã
j
C
of 6 / . Moreover,
(a)
' !
u^/
v
Ã
'-flffiS

+
+
R
Z\²-³fi' 21!
u^/
v
Ã
4}'z¯Ì

+
R

´
W(11.4)
flffiS

+
+
R
Z\²-³®ç¯Ì

Â
R
¦	Ì

+
R

´f(11.5)
(b)
ðFñb³9!
u\/
v
Ã
fl
ðFñb³21!
u^/
v
»
4
R

Hæ)î
R
	Ì

+
R


W(11.6)
fl

R

Hæ)î
R
	Ì

Â
R
¯Ì

+
R

f(11.7)
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(c) If ' w
»
'*© , (11.5) and (11.7) hold without the Ì©13Â-<"Rt4 term.
Proof. Note first that in ~ / , since '^' !fi'kA¤S-'-gÁ

and ' ðFñb³É13!*<F! l 4}'*gÁ

, we have ' !®A§! l SF'5n
Â . Consider the boundary of the region ~ / which has two arcs at ' !)'7fl SH1a+Â£IÂF4 and two
straight edges are ð-ñk³É1 

{
49fl

/

kÆ
i
Ö
/
A
Æ
/
and ð-ñk³=1 

{
49fl

/

bÆ
i

/

Æ
/
.
We claim on ffi~ / , we have for R large that
(11.8) ' ; i 13!54GA¬; C 1!*4}'* C

' ; C 1!*4}' wóflffiMWbû
Consider the Ü pieces of ffi~ / :
' !)'FflffiSH1O+¯ÂF4 . It holds that ' ;
u^/
v
C
13!54?')Ù1a+ÂF4
/
A¦ç&cç<F for R large so, by (11.2) in
this region,
' ;
u^/
v
C
A¬;
u^/
v

'*
ä
ã
n
C

' ;
u^/
v
C
' W
and clearly, by (11.3) for R large,
' ;
u^/
v
C
AG;
u^/
v

'*n
C

' ;
u^/
v
C
'±
' !)'FflffiSH1O+0A¿ÂF4 . It holds that ' ;
u^/
v
C
1!*4}'®¡ç$Ac1O+AqÂF4
/
Îç<F for R large so, as above,
(11.8) holds there.
' ð-ñk³9!fA

/
A
kÆ
i

/
'-fl
Æ
/
. It holds that ! / fl(AÑx"yt9' !fi' / so
' ;
u^/
v
C
13!54?'-fl
D
D
D
D
!
S
D
D
D
D
/
¦ç§çfiW
and the argument follows the ones above to get (11.8). Thus, (11.8) holds.
By Rouche´’s theorem, ;
u^/
v
C
Wz;
u\/
v

W};
u^/
v

have the same number of zeros in each ~?/ . By
applying this to each region with w C flw  and noting that ;
u^/
v
C
has exactly one zero in such a
region, we see that each ;
u\/
v
»
has wHC9Lw?I+ zeros in each ~}/ , and there is one each in each
pie slice of angle FæD<"R about angles <HR©	Hæ)îz<HR .
At the zeros of ;
u^/
v

, we have ' ;
u^/
v

13!54?'*q

Í
/
C
so
D
D
D
D
!
u^/
v
Ã
S
D
D
D
D
flIx
 !}"
 Ã
u^

y+

v

`k/
	Ì©13Í
/

4
fl(+
Z\²-³)' 21!
u^/
v
Ã
4}'
R
¯Ì

+
R

fW
proving (11.4). The proof of (11.6) is similar. Since ' )13!54GA(21! l 4}'=Â , we get (11.5) and
(11.7). If ' w
»
'fi , ' 21!
u^/
v
Ã
49A(21!
l
4?'fiffiÌ©1O+H<"Rt4 so the Ì©13Â-<"Rt4 term is not needed, proving
(c).
THEOREM 11.2. In each region ~ / of Theorem 11.1, the zeros ! u^/
v
Ã
obey
' !
u^/
v
Ã
'FAq' !
u\/
v
Ã
BDC
'flÌ

+
R


W(11.9)
D
D
D
D
ðFñb³®!
u^/
v
Ã
BGC
ALð-ñk³9!
u^/
v
Ã
A
Fæ
R
D
D
D
D
flÌ

+
R

f(11.10)
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Proof. By (11.5) and (11.6), we have
' !
u^/
v
Ã BDC
A¿!
u^/
v
Ã
'M

R
(in fact, cflIFætS7¯Ì©13ÂF4 ). Thus
' 21!
u^/
v
Ã BDC
47A?21!
u^/
v
Ã
4}'M
 C
R
W
so (11.4) and (11.6) imply (11.9) and (11.10).
12. Zeros Near Singular Points. We first consider the singular point !_fl S which is
always present, and then turn to other singular points which are quite different:
THEOREM 12.1. Let z@ i , eikj2l be a sequence of Verblunsky coefcients obeying BLS
asymptotics (1.11). Fix any positive integer, w , with wn¶1¼R¿Ac+z4OÂ-<- where Â¦n¥SYÍ g8C

is
picked so that
' !AVSF'*nÂ¼ª' 21!*4DA	+*'*n
C
ã

Then
~}/Åfl
¾
!
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
' !fi'
S
A+
D
D
D
D
n
Â
-S
WG' ð-ñk³fi1!*4}'*n
Hæ=w
R

æ
R
¿
has exactly ?w zeros z! u^/
v
Ã
,
i
Ã
j
C
&z!
u^/
v
Ã
,
g8C
Ã
j
g
i with
'\' !
u^/
v
Ã
'"AVSF'-flffiÌ

Â
R

	Ì

+
R


W(12.1)
ðFñb³®!
u^/
v
Ã
fl
Hæ)î
R
	Ì

Â
R

¯Ì

+
R


(12.2)
Moreover, for each xed îTfl©£ó+-W5£MW?}} ,
(12.3) ' !
u^/
v
Ã
AVSx
kÆ
y
Ã
`b/
'-flIÌ

+
R



REMARK 12.2. We emphasize again the zero at !flffiS is missing, that is, ! u^/
v
Ã
, ' î'* ,
has its nearest zeros in each direction a distance SYHæD<HRó¿Ì©1O+H<"R  4 , while ! u^/
v
¡
has a zero on
one side at this distance, but on the other at distance SÜæD<"RÅ¯Ì©1a+"<"R  4 .
Proof. This is just the same as Theorem 11.1! )13!54 is regular at !ÐflIS . Indeed, )1ØSY49fl +
since &1a+"<)J!-4
g2C
and J&1!*4k<1!fiAoSY4 have to have precisely cancelling poles. &1O+H<fiJ!54 vanishes
at !þfl¥S , so 6/81!*4 _1O+"<)J!-4k<-S / which, by the argument of Theorem 11.1, has }wÐc+ zeros
in ~}/ , has one at !ÅflcS from &1a+"<)J!4 and }w from 67/213!54 , (12.1)–(12.3) follow as did (11.5),
(11.7), and (11.9)–(11.10).
By a compactness argument and Theorems 11.1 and 12.1, we have the following strong
form of Theorem 4.4 when there are no singular points other than !óflIS :
THEOREM 12.3. Let "@ i , eikj2l be a sequence of Verblunsky coefcients obeying the BLS
condition (1.11). Suppose !fl;S is the only singular point, that is, &13!54 g2C is nonvanishing
on ' !)'flÀS
g2C
. Let  « i , ikj
C
be the Nevai-Totik zeros and ô i their multiplicities. Let Â be
such that for all w:âflffiQ , ' « i A «
»
'*FÂ and ' « i '*S7¯-Â , and let · fl ü ikj
C
ô
i the total
multiplicity of the NT zeros. Let (qpar=s 


j
£
' Z\²-³fi1k' )13!54?' 4?' . Then
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(1) For some large  and all RL	 , the zeros of 6 / 13!54 are ô i zeros in z!$'' !TA « i '*n	Â5,
for wÐflc+W}}?YWo and RA¬· in the annulus
'?' !)'"A' S-'}'*n

R

(2) The R7AN· zeros in the annulus can be labelled by increasing arguments E©n	ð-ñk³fi1! u^/
v
C
4n
}?Ñn ð-ñk³fi1!
u^/
v
/*g%
4n¥Fæ , and with ðFñb³É1! u^/
v
/*gffi-BDC
4$flÓðFñb³É13!
u\/
v
C
4KHæ and ' ! u^/
v
/*g%FBDC
'®fl
' !
u^/
v
C
' , we have
ð-ñk³É1!
u^/
v
»
BDC
4A¿ðFñb³É1!
u^/
v
»
4®fl
Hæ
R
¯Ì

+
R


and
' !
u^/
v
»
BDC
'
' !
u^/
v
»
'
fl +	Ì

+
R


uniformly in QÅflc+WbW}}?YWaRA-$+ .
REMARK 12.4. 1. By [23], if @G/:fl¡ATS / , all zeros have ' !)'=fl(S , so it can happen that
there are no Ì©1a+"<HRt4 terms in ' ! u^/
v
»
' . However, since there are R zeros in 1 bÆ
/
W
/*g8C
/
Fæt4 (i.e.,
the zero near !$fl;S is missing), there are always either NT zeros or Ì©1O+H<"R  4 corrections in
some ðFñb³É13!
u
Ã
v
/
4 .
2. While it can happen that there is no Ì©1a+"<"Rt4 term, its absence implies strong restric-
tions on @ / . For
(12.4) ' 21!*4}'Ffl(+ on ' !)'-flffiS
implies 213S}<)J!-421!*4Åfl¶+ near ' !)'7fl S , and that equation allows analytic continuations of
 , and so of  or  g8C . In fact, (12.4) implies that &1!*4 g2C is analytic in "!¿'7' !)'Gn S g ,
except for a pole at !ÐflffiS g2C and that implies, by Theorem 7.2.1 of [36], that @ / fl;ATS / 
Ì©13S
b/
4}1O+MAo­F4
/ for all ­ . Thus, if the BLS condition holds but Z\[^][tÄ®H' @ / AS / ' Ck`b/ S  , then
there must be Ì©1a+"<HRt4 corrections to ' ! u\/
v
»
'-flIS . Note that for the Roger’s Szeg

o polynomials,
the poles of &1!*4 g2C are precisely at !:#q"S g)
»
g2C
,
e
»
j2l (see [36, Eqn. (1.6.59)]), consistent
with the ' !)'5nqS g statement above.
We now turn to an analysis of the other singular points. As a warmup, we study zeros of
(12.5) à / 13!549flI! / A(Å	1O+0A¿!54 » W
where
ÅÞflç*x
yŁ
is nonzero, ç§E , Q a fixed positive integer, and we take R« .
We begin by localizing ' !)' and ' !A+5' .
PROPOSITION 12.5.
(i) There are · E and  l so that if ' !)'5ffi+-·<"R and RL l , then àF/21!*4TâflE .
(ii) There is ©C so if R_qÐC and
(12.6) ' !)'5K+0A¿Q
Z^²³9R
R
W
then àH/)1!*4oâflE .
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(iii) There is   so if Rþ  and
(12.7) ' !A+5'5
Q

Z^²³9R
R
W
then àH/213!54TâflIE .
REMARK 12.6. If one proceeds formally and lets Ðfl(+A! , then à/213!549flIE is equivalent
to 1O+TA)4 / fl¦Å?
»
and nds
Åfl
Q
R
1OAZ\²-³848	Ì©1

4D
Z\²-³®ç
R

Ýw
R
fl
Q
R
Z^²³9R¤A
Q
R
Z^²³QóA
Q
R
Z^²³É1Z^²³9Rt4t	Ì
´
Z\²-³9R
R


 
It was this formal calculation that caused us to pick -Q  !#"/
/
in (12.6) and
»

 !}"/
/
in (12.7).
Proof. (i) For R sufficiently large and ' !fi'o  , ' !)' / Óç)1O+f ' !)' 4
»
and for R large,
1O+oÇÆ
/
4
/
¡x
Æ
`b
¡ç*
»
if · is suitable, so for such · and R , ' !)' /  ç)1a+ÑÙ' !fi' 4
»
for
+
Æ
/
c' !)'* .
(ii) If (12.6) holds,
'±+0A¿!fi'
»
ffi1O+TAq' !fi' 4
»
c13-Q=4
»

Z\²-³®R
R

»
W
while Z^²³É1a+¬$)4È$ implies
' !)'
/
fl¸R2Mst1¼RZ\²-³É1a+1b' !)'"A+z4k4a4
	¸R2Mst1OA0R91a+0Aq' !fi' 4a4
	¸R2Mst1OATQ®Z\²-³®Rt49flqR
gfi
»
W
so for R large, ç2'±+0AL!)'
»
K' !fi'
/ .
(iii) If (12.7) holds, then
' !)'*I+0A' !fA	+*'*I+0A
Q

Z^²³9R
R
W
so for R large,
' !)'
/
¯¸R2Ms

û
Ü
QZ\²-³9R

flqR
gÉ
Ê
»


Q

Z^²³9R
R

»
K'±+0A¿!fi'
»
W
so àH/)1!*4oâflIE .
With this, we are able to control ratios of lengths of nearby zeros.
PROPOSITION 12.7.
(i) If !=W « are two zeros of àF/213!54 and
(12.8)
D
D
D
D
ðFñb³

!
«

D
D
D
D


l
Z^²³9R
R
W
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then, for R large,
(12.9)
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
!
«
D
D
D
D
A+
D
D
D
D


l
R

(ii) If !ÉW « are two zeros of à / 13!54 and
(12.10)
D
D
D
D
ð-ñk³

!
«

D
D
D
D

0C
R
W
then
(12.11)
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
!
«
D
D
D
D
A+
D
D
D
D

 C
RZ\²-³9R

REMARK 12.8. In both cases,  i is a function of  i , Å , and Q .
Proof. Since ! and « are both zeros,

!
«

/
fl
1!A+z4
»
1
«
A+z4
»
W
so, by (iii) of the last proposition, ' « A+5'*
»

 !}"/
/
. Thus
D
D
D
D
!
«
D
D
D
D


+
' !A
«
'
'
«
A	+*'

»
`b/


+
FR®' !A
«
'
Z\²-³®R

»
`b/

If (12.8) holds, ' 
Ë
' 1a+o
bì
{
/
4
»
`b/
+T
v
m
{
/
for R large. Interchanging ! and « yields
(12.9). The argument from (12.10) to (12.11) is identical.
As the final step in studying zeros of (12.5), we analyze arguments of nearby zeros.
PROPOSITION 12.9. Let ! l be a zero of à / 13!54 . Fix   . Then
(i) If « is also a zero and ' « A¿! l '*  <"R , then for some î#&u ,
(12.12) ð-ñk³

«
!

fl
Hæ)î
R
	Ì

+
RZ^²³9R

with the size of the error controlled by a   , Å , and Q .
(ii) For each
e
and R large, there exists exactly one zero obeying (12.12) for each îVfl
EW5£ó+-W5£MW}?}Wz£
e
.
(iii) For any  l #ÓU EWbFæt4 and Â , there is  so for RÞ° , there is a zero of à-/ with
ðFñb³9!Å#¿1
l
A
ÆFB
Á
/
W

l

ÆFB
Á
/
4 .
REMARK 12.10. 1. These propositions imply that the two nearest zeros to ! l are
!
l
x
¡
bÆ
y
`k/
	Ì©1O+"<HRZ^²³9Rt4 .
2. If Q is odd, the argument of 1!óA+z4
»
changes by ætQ as ! moves through + along the
circle. Thus there are Ì©1O+"4 shifts as zeros swing around the forbidden circle ' !8Aó+*'3
»
/
Z\²-³®R .
Since there are Z\²-³9R zeros near that circle, the phases really do slip by Ì©1a+"<"RZ\²-³7Rt4 . This is
also why we do not try to specify exact phases, only relative phases.
Proof. Since ! /l fl©Å¯13! l A+z4
»
, we have
à13!54
!
/
l
fl

!
!
l

/
A
1!fA	+"4
»
1!
l
A+z4
»

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If ' !A¿! l '*  <"R , then since ' ! l A	+*'* C

Å
 !}"/
/
(by Proposition 12.5(iii)),
(12.13)
D
D
D
D
1!fA	+"4
»
1!
l
Aq+z4
»
A+
D
D
D
D

_' !fAL!
l
'
' !
l
A+5'

Ð
Z\²-³9R

Fix È and any ! l with ' ! l A	+*'5 C

Å
 !}"/
/
, we want to look at solutions of
(12.14)

!
!
l

/
flx
y
x
13!A+z4
»
13!
l
A+z4
»
with ' !®A$! l 'Mqz<HR . If à13! l 49flIE and È$flE , we have solutions of (12.14) are exactly zeros
of à .
By (12.13), (12.14) implies
R91ð-ñk³fi1!*4GALð-ñk³fi1!
l
4k4®flqÈf	Ì

+
Z\²-³9R
 W
whose solutions are precisely
(12.15) ðFñb³

!
!
l

fl
Hæ)î
R
¦Èf¯Ì

+
Z^²³9R

W
which is (12.12) when ÈLfl E . If we prove that for R large, there is exactly one solution of
(12.15) for îÑflIEW5£ó+-W5£MW}?}Wz£
e
, we have proven (ii). We also have (iii). For given  l , let
;D1F4®flI
/
Aq' Å	'?' Hx
ytl{
A+5'
»

If R ¶Q , ;t13E4þnÓE and ;t1÷¯4þ¶E , so there is at least one  l solving ;t1ZH4&fl°E . Let
!
l
fl¦Hx"yŁ{ and define È by
!
/
l
fl¦Åþx
g
y
x
1O+ÑA¿!
l
4
»

Solutions of à / 1!*4©flÀE are then precisely solutions of (12.14), and we have the existence
statement in (iii) if we prove existence and uniqueness of solutions of (12.14).
Fix · . Consider the following contour with four parts:
CTfl
¾
!
D
D
D
D
' !)'FflÙ' !
l
'

+
·
R
fß

ÈóA
æ


+
R
ðFñb³

!
!
l
K

È
æ


+
R
¿W
flg¾!
D
D
D
D
ðFñb³

!
!
l

fl

È
æ


+
R
ßG' !
l
'

+0A
·
R

K' !fi'* ' !
l
'

+
·
R
À¿
W
fifl
¾
!
D
D
D
D
!fl;' !
l
'

+0A
·
R
fß

ÈóA
æ


+
R
qðFñb³

!
!
l
c

È
æ


·
R
¿W
®ãflg¾!
D
D
D
D
ðFñb³

!
!
l

fl

ÈóA
æ


+
R
ßG' !
l
'

+0A
·
R

K' !fi'* ' !
l
'

+
·
R
À¿
W
( æD<F can be replaced by any angle in 1EWkæt4 ). For R large, ÌM1!*4&Ł 13!*<F! l 4 / x g y
x
follows
arbitrarily close to
ÌMU 0CX

fl
¾
«
D
D
D
D
'
«
'5flx
Æ
ß=ðFñb³É1
«
4#

A
æ

W
æ

À¿W
ÌMU 

X

fl
¾
«
D
D
D
D
x
g
Æ
K'
«
'x
Æ
ß=ðFñb³É1
«
4®fl
æ

¿
W
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ÌMU fi}X

fl
¾
«
D
D
D
D
'
«
'flIx
g
Æ
ß=ðFñb³É1
«
4#

A
æ

W
æ

À¿W
ÌMU  ã X

fl
¾
«
D
D
D
D
x
g
Æ
K'
«
'Mqx
Æ
ßÉðFñb³É1
«
4®fl A
æ

¿ W
which surrounds « fl(+ once.
By (12.13), if

ÌM1!*4ofl x
g
y
x
1!M<H!
l
4
/
AI13!AI+z4
»
<M1!
l
A+z4
»
, then

ÌMU oX surrounds « fl;E
once. It follows that (12.14) has one solution inside  . This proves existence and uniqueness
within  . By part (i), there are no other solutions with ' !A¿! l 'Mn<"R .
These ideas immediately imply
THEOREM 12.11. Let "@ i , eikj8l be a sequence of Verblunsky coefcients obeying BLS
asymptotics (1.11). Let S! l be a singular point so that &1a+"<fiJ!54
g8C
has a zero of order Q at SY! l .
Then there is ÂóqE with ÂnSYÍ g2C

and  large so that for Rþq l , all zeros of 67/81!*4 in
Í
Ł ¾ !
D
D
D
D
Í
g8C

n
D
D
D
D
!
S
D
D
D
D
nqÍÐ-ß
D
D
D
D
ðFñb³

!
!
l

D
D
D
D
nÂ¿
obey
(12.16) +0A

R

D
D
D
D
!
S
D
D
D
D
ffi+	-Q
Z\²-³®
R
W
for some  . Moreover, for each !Co# Í and Rþq , there is a zero, ! , in Í with
(12.17)
D
D
D
D
ð-ñk³

!
!
C

D
D
D
D

Hæ
R

If ! Ã is a zero in Í , then the two nearest zeros to ! Ã obey
ð-ñk³

!
Ã
¡
C
!?Ã
Ifl©£
Fæ
R
	Ì

+
RZ\²-³9R
fW
D
D
D
D
!
Ã
BDC
!
Ã
D
D
D
D
flc+	Ì

+
RZ\²-³9R

W
' S!
l
A¿!}ÃH'*
Q

Z\²-³®R
R
(12.18)
REMARK 12.12. Q in (12.16) can be replaced by any number strictly bigger than Q (if
we take  l large enough). Similarly in (12.17), Hæ can be any number strictly bigger than æ
and Q=<F in (12.18) can be any number strictly less than Q .
Proof. This follows by combining the analysis of à/ above with the ideas used to prove
Theorem 11.1, picking ;
u^
v
C
flÙ13S?<H!*4
/
A(Å	1!AV!
l
SY4
»
, ;
u^
v

flÙ13S}<F!54
/
A(21!*4
g2C , and ;
u^
v

fl
1!AVSY4a&1!*4O6
/
1!*4k<
J
!
/ .
By compactness of SHU fiffDX and Theorems 11.1, 12.1, and 12.11, we get the following
precise form of Theorem 4.4:
THEOREM 12.13. Let "@ i , eikj8l be a sequence of Verblunsky coefcients obeying BLS
asymptotics (1.11). The total multiplicity  of Nevai-Totik zeros is nite. There exists Å ,
¥E , so that for all R large, the RA? zeros not near the Nevai-Totik points can be labelled
!
u\/
v
i
flÙ' !
u^/
v
i
' x
y\{5
yQ
å
, wÐfl +W}}?YWaRA- , with EfflÇ u\/
v
l
nÇ
u^/
v
C
nK}?n	Ç
u^/
v
/*g%FBDC
flffiHæ so that
(1)
+0A

R
 [Ł¯®
ikj
C~dcdcdc ~ /*g%
' !
u^/
v
i
'
S
 pkrs
ikj
C~dcdcdc ~ /Mgffi
' !
u^/
v
i
'
S
ffi+®-Å
Z^²³9R
R

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(2)
pkrs
ikj2l
~dcdcdc ~ /Mgffi
R
D
D
D
D
Ç
u^/
v
i
BDC
AþÇ
u\/
v
i
A
Fæ
R
D
D
D
D
flÌ

+
Z^²³9R
f
(3) Uniformly in w in EW?}}?WaRAÈ ,
' !
u\/
v
i
BDC
'
' !
i
'
flc+	Ì

+
Z\²-³9R
 W
where ' ! u^/
v
l
' and ' ! u^/
v
/*g%FBDC
' are symbols for S . Moreover, for e xed, uniformly in îIfl
+-W?}?YW
e
WaRAÈWkR¤A-¤A+-W?}}}WaRA-A
e
+ ,
!
u^/
v
Ã
flÏÎ
Sx
bÆ
y
Ã `b/
îÑfl +W}?}YW
e
Sx
gfibÆ
y
u^/*g%*g Ã BDC
v
îÑflRA-WaRAÈA	+W}?}YWkR¤A-¤A
e
+
13. Comments. One question the reader might have is whether singular points other
than ! flËS ever occur and whether there might be a bound on Q . In fact, there are no
restrictions for
PROPOSITION 13.1. If à1!*4 is nonvanishing and analytic in a neighborhood of Jff and
(13.1) ºffi' à1x y\{ 4}' 
Ç
Fæ
fl +-W
then there is a measure - in the Szeg

o class with &13!=ßb-t49flIà1!*4 .
Proof. Just take :flÙ' à1x y\{ 4}'  á {
bÆ
.
EXAMPLE 13.2. Pick disjoint points !-CHW}?}}Wb! Ã with ð-ñk³fi1! i 4§âfl E and ' ! i '8fl¡S g8C and
positive integers Q*CFW}}?YWbQ Ã . Let
à1!*4fl

õ
Ã

ikj
C
1!A¿!
i
4
g
»
å
ù
13!A¿S
g2C
4YW
where  is chosen so that (13.1) holds. Then  g2C has a single pole at S g2C and so, by Theo-
rem 1.2, @ i 1t4 obeys the BLS condition. By Proposition 13.1,
&1!*4
g8C
fl

g8C
+
!AVS
g2C
Ã

ikj
C
1!fAL!
i
4
»
å
and so has zeros at ! i of order Q i . Thus we have singular points at +H<fiJ! i of order Q i .
Let me emphasize that this procedure also lets one move Nevai-Totik zeros without chang-
ing the leading asymptotics of the Verblunsky coefcients or the error estimate.
Secondly, we want to prove that in a suitable generic sense, the only singular point is
!$flcS . Fix S and Í in 13EW}+"4 . Let ÐD£a~ Ñ be the space of sequences @ i in µ7ff so that for some
ÎâflE ,
(13.2) ' Å'?
h
'^1@
i
AVS
i
4kÍ
g
i
S
g8C
'-ŁÙ>Y@>nq
Obviously, any @¦#&ÐD£a~ Ñ obeys the BLS condition.
THEOREM 13.3. z@ #ÐD£O~ Ñ' The only single point is !óflSz, is a dense open set of
Ðt£a~ Ñ .
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Proof. The proof of Theorem 7.2.1 of [36] shows that the finiteness condition of (13.2) is
equivalent to &13!54 g8C A©1!fiAS g2C 4 g2C lying in the Wiener class of the disk z!$'' !)'5K1ØÍÐS}4 g2C ,
and that >> convergence is equivalent to Wiener convergence of 13!AVS g2C 4O&13!54 g2C .
That the set of no singular points other than !ÐflcS is open follows from the fact that the
just mentioned Wiener convergence implies uniform convergence, and so &13!54 g2C is nonvan-
ishing on z!$'' !)'-flS g2C , is an open set.
As noted in Example 13.2, it is easy to move zeros by multiplying &13!54 g2C by }g) Ö
}g)

.
This shows that any &13!54 g2C in the Wiener space is a limit of such  ’s nonvanishing on
z!$'' !)'FflIS
g8C
, and shows that the set of nonsingular @ is dense.
It is a worthwhile and straightforward exercise to compute the change of ð-ñk³fi1=4 along
z!:'2' !fi'fl;Sz, and so verify that the number of zeros on the critical circle is exactly R minus
the total order of the Nevai-Totik zeros.
Notes added in proofs. 1. As I stated after Theorem 7.1, I was sure the result must be
known. This is correct. Precise asymptotics of zeros of Jacobi N7/ to order Ì©1¼R g) 4 is found
in P. Ve´rtesi (Studia Sci. Math. Hungar. 25 (1990), 401–405) for zeros away from £ó+ (there
are also asymptotic results near £ó+ ). See also J. Szabados and P. Ve´rtesi (Interpolation of
Functions, World Scientific, 1990); and Ve´rtesi (Ann. Num. Math. 4 (1997), 561–577; Acta
Math. Hungar. 85 (1999), 97–130).
2. Independently and approximately simultaneous with my work on OPUC obeying
the BLS condition, Martı´nez-Finkelshtein, McLauglin, and Saff (in preparation) produced a
study of asymptotics of OPUC obeying the BLS condition using Riemann-Hilbert methods.
Their results overlap ours in Sections 8–12.
3. Last-Simon (in preparation) have a different and generally stronger approach to the
question of controlling the uniqueness question, that is, only one zero of N9/ near the zeros of
the Jost-Szego˝ asymptotic limit. For example, they can prove a clock behavior away from £
if (4.4) is replaced by ü
e
/
j
C
' ç*/ÐA+5'}ffi' SY/)'nq .
4. In connection with Theorem 4.1, Golinskii [16] proves <"R upper and lower bounds
(different  ’s) when the measure is purely absolutely continuous and the weight is bounded
and bounded away from zero, and these hypotheses follow from (4.1) and Baxter’s theorem.
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